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11. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The shift of potential a t  open circuit of a streaming mercury 
electrode (S.M.E.) was determined and analyzed for control by dif- 
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ELECTRODE KINETICS AT OPEN CIRCUIT AT THE STREAMING MER- 
CUKY ELECTRODE 

11. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

V. S. SRINIVASAN, G. TORSI* AND P. DELAHAYe* 
Coatrs Chmrical Laboratory, Losrisiana Stata University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803 (U.S.A.)  
(Received March 16th, 1965) 

The analysis of the previous paper1 will be examined experimentally for the 
following cases: double-layer charging current in 0.01 and I M perchloric acid; 
diffusion control for discharge of mercurous ion in I M perchloric acid; charge 
transfer control for the Gr(III)/Cr(II) system in I M potassium chloride; mixed 
control for V(III)/V(II) in I M perchloric acid. The influence of migration in a dilute 
supporting electrolyte will also be examined for the discharge of Hg(1) and Hg(I1). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Solutions 
All chemicals were of analytical reagent-grade. Solutions were prepared with 

water which had been distilled twice with potassium-permanganate. 
Solutions of Hg(1) were prepared from a stock solution of mercurous nitrate 

(approximately 0.1 M) in I M perchloric acid. This stock solution was analyz- 
ed by electrogravimetry. 

Solutions of V(II1) and V(I1) were prepared as follows: 
A known volume of 0.1 M vanadyl sulfate in I M perchloric acid was reduced by 
electrolysis under nitrogen, using a mercury pool as cathode and a platinum electrode, 
in a separate compartment, as anode. The solution was transferred to the cell fitted 
with the streaming mercury electrode (S.M.E.) under nitrogen, and the V(III)/V(II) 
ratio was determined by polarography. 

A stock solution of Cr(II1) was prepared by reduction of a known amount of 
potassium dichromate by hydrogen peroxide in hydrochloric acid. The solution was 
boiled for 2 h to eliminate the excess hydrogen peroxide. A known volume of this 
solution was reduced by shaking the solution with zinc amalgam for 2 min in a 
separatory funnel. The amalgam was removed, and the solution was transferred 
under nitrogen to the cell fitted with the S.M.E. The desired Cr(III)/Cr(II) ratio was 
obtained by aeration with polarographic monitoring. 

* On leave from the University of Bari, Italy. 
** Address after August, 1965: Department of Chemistry, New York University. Washington 
Square, New York. N.Y. 10003. 
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Cell and streaming mercuv electrode 
The S.M.E. was a modified form of the cell designed by HEYROVSKQ AND 

FOR JET^. Variation of the solution level in the main compartment was avoided by 
connecting the side-arm, in which the mercury jet emerged, to the main compartment 
by a 7-mm diameter tube. The bottom of the side-arm was connected to a horizontal 
S-shaped capillary tube. Mercury, that collected at the bend, sealed the cell. The rate 
of flow of mercury of the S.M.E. was determined by collecting mercury that over- 
flowed from the S-tube. 

The mercury jet was obtained by forcing mercury under constant pressure 
through a precision (tolerance, 0.0002 in) capillary* (0.00625 and 0.0075 cm radius, 
2 cm-long) attached to a glass tube (7 mm diameter). The latter was bent in a V-shape, 
the capillary turning upward with an angle of approximately 30 degrees to the ver- 
tical. The length of the jet was computed from this angle, as measured by projection 
on paper, and from the difference in the levels between the tip of the capillary and 
the tip of the cone of solution adhering to the mercury jet just above the solution 
level. The latter was measured by a cathetometer to better than 0.1 mm. Optical 
distortion caused by the meniscus a t  the wall of the cell was avoided by coating the 
inside of the cell with silicone. 

Measurements 
The potential of the S.M.E. was measured against a mercury pool in the main 

compartment of the cell by means of either the Hewlett-Packard high impedance 
microvoltmeter, model 425-A, or the Keithley electrometer, model -A. All experi- 
ments were conducted a t  room temperature, is., 24O. 

All ~olarographic recordings were carried out with a Sargent polarograph, 
model XV, with model A ohmic drop compensator. This compensator was quite 
essential in capacity current measurements with the S.M.E. because of the relatively 
high ohmic drop, especially in dilute solutions. 

DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Capacity current 
Some results on the capacity current are given in Fig. I and are compared 

with GRAHAME'S data in Fig. 2. The integral capacity was computed from eqn. (2) 

in Part I1 from the slope of the lines in Fig. I. I t  was observed that the capacity 
current was essentially independent of the length of the mercury column, as predicted 
by eqn. (2). The capacities calculated from the S.M.E. measurements are slightly 
smaller than the integral capacities computed from GRAHAME'S data on differential 
capacities. The capacity current between E-E,=  +O.I V was too small in S.M.E. 
measurements, and calculation of the integral capacity was uncertain. At least two 
causes of error affected these results: the faradaic current for impurities (especially 
residual oxygen) added algebraically to the capacity current; and the varying 
meniscus effect as the mercury jet emergedfrom solution, interfered. The latter effect 
was studied in detail by WEAVER AND  PARRY^ and need not be discussed here. At any 
rate, it appears from the results of Fig. 2 that eqn. (2), Part I, is reasonably obeyed, and 
that this equation may serve as a basis for the treatment of Part I. 
* Obtained from Wilmad Glass Co., Ruena, New Jersey. 

J. Elcctroanal. Chew., 10 (1965) 165-175 
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Fig. I. Capacity current a t  constant potential against the rate of flow of mercury in 0.01 M 
HCIOl for different values of E-E, (V). 

E-E, (V)  

Fig. 2. Comparison of integral capacities deduced from S.M.E. measurements with values deduced 
from GRAHAME'S differential capacity measurements. GRAHAME: (a), I M ;  (b). 0.01 M .  S.M.E.: 
(0). I M ;  ( .), 0.01 M .  

Diffusion control: dischrge of Hg(I )  
The validity of the treatment in Part I for diffusion control was verified for 

the discharge of Hg(1) in perchloric acid medium. This process is indeed diffusion- 
controlled for the conditions prevailing at the S.M.E. Equations (6) and (11) of Part 
I are for Hg(1) discharge with diffusion control: 
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Some data for large overvoltages are listed in Table I and results are plotted in 
Figs. 3 and 4. 

TABLE 1 

DATA FOR Hg(1) IN I M PERCHLORIC ACID FOR LARGE OVERVOLTAGES* 

H g ( l )  Cont?~. m Z --'I 
(mmolts I-') (gsec-1) (cm) (ml.') 

* r = 0.0075 cm. 

Fig. 3. Plot corresponding to eqn. (2) for low overvoltages (< 5 mV) for Hg(I), a t  different concns., 
in I M HCIO.: (a). 10 mM; (b), 5 mM; (c), 2.5 mM.  

Fig. 4. Plot corresponding to eqn. ( I )  for any overvoltage for Hg(I), a t  different concns.. in I M 
HCI04 and for two capillaries: (O), r = 0.0075 cm; (a), r = o.ooG7.5 cm. Concns. of Hg(1): 
1.03 x 10-3 M (a and b); 5.15 x 10-4 M (c and d);  2.57 x 10-4 M (e and f). 

I t  follows from eqns. (I) and (2) that the plots of Figs. 3 and4, for a given concen- 
tration of Hg(I), ought to be linear and intersect the origin, if the integral capacity 
were constant in the interval of potential between q = o  and the maximum overvolt- 
age. 

J .  Electroanai. Ckcm., 10 (1965) 165-175 
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SLUYTERS-REHBACH AND SLUYTERS recently noted5 that the differential 
capacity of the double layer for the Hg(1)-Hg interface in perchloric acid varies very 
rapidly with potential in the region corresponding to the equilibrium potential for the 
Hg(1)-Hg reaction. Variations of the integral capacity with potential are less rapid 
than those of the differential capacity but the effect cannot be overlooked. Variations 
of c and E also account for the lack of proportionality between the slope of the lines 
in Figs. 3 and 4 and the Hg(1) concentration. Thus, c increases when E becomes more 
positive, i.e., when the concentration of Hg(1) increases. Hence, the ratio of the 
slope of the lines in Fig. 3 to the concentration of Hg(1) decreases with increasing 
concentration of Hg(1). 

The integral capacity, c, was computed from the slope of the lines in Figs. 
3 and 4 and similar data on the doubtful assumption that such plots are linear 
(see above). Results, calculated for Dsg .2  x 10-6 cm2 sec-1 (see ref. 6), are shown in 
Fig. 5 and are compared with the integral capacities deduced from the data of 

Fig. 5. Integral capacity against potential for Hg(I)/Hg in I M HCIO4. Potentials referred to the 
point of zero charge of I M HClOd. (0). capacities calculated from data in this work: (e), GRA- 
HAME; (B) ,  KOENIG et al.; ( 0).  SLUYTERS-REHBACH AND SLUYTERS. Concn. Hg(1) (mmolea4l) is 
indicated for each point or group of points for this work. 

GRAHAME~ (differential capacities), SLUYTERS-REHBACH AND SLUYTERS~ (differential 
capacities) and KOENIG et al.7 (charge). The agreement is good for the more con- 
centrated solutions (low overvoltages) but is very poor otherwise. This is to be 
expected, as indicated above. 

Churgc transfer control: th.e Cr(III)/Cr(II) system 
The apparent standard rate constant k,O value [eqn.(xg), Part I] for the 

Cr(III)/Cr(II) couple in I M potassium chloride, as determined by RANDLES AND 

SOMERTON~ is I.OX 10-5 cm sec-1 a t  20". This system therefore was selected to 
verify the treatment of Part I for control by charge transfer. 

Equation (IO), Part I, for control by charge transfer and for any overvoltage 
can be rewritten as 

I 
RT nr~81,O RT In [I -e  ( U I R T ~ ~  (;) 

9 =-In- + - 
cxn F c cxnF E -Et  
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Hence, a plot of 17 against the second logarithmic term on the right-hand is linear 
provided c is constant over the interval of potentials being considered. The slope of 
this line yields a and the intercept yields IaO. Results in Fig. 6 indicate that eqn. (3) is 
verified. Values of a determined from these and similar results are listed in Table 2. 

Determination of IaO was not attempted from Fig. 6 because of a long extrapolation 
and the uncertainty on the value of E - E,. 

Fig. 6. Plot corresponding to eqn. (3) for different ratios of Cr(III)/Cr(II) : (a) 0.53 ; (b), 0.43 ; 
(c), 0.083; in I M KCI. Total Cr concn.: (0). 0.1 M;  ( m ,  @), 0.04 M. The scale on the right-hand 
side corresponds to the ratio 0.083. 

Fig. 7. Plot corresponding to eqn. (10). Part I, for different ratios of Cr(III)/Cr(II) : (a), 0.53; (b), 
4,55; (c). 8.35. Total Cr concn. : (0). 0.1 M; (0). 0.04 M. 

TABLE 2 
VALUES OF U AND ksO FOR Cr(III)/Cr(II) I N  I h'f POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 

Total Cr Cr(III)/(Cr(II) a k a O  

COllCn: (10-4 cm scc-1) 
(mole I-') 

I t  is noted that u varies markedly in Table 2 and possibly tends to increase 
with the ratio Cr(III)/Cr(II). The trend, if any, may not merely reflect experimental 
errors and possibly indicates a complexity of the reaction mechanism or of the 
chemistry of the system. SLOTTER~, who analyzed current-potential curves for the 

J. Electroanal. Ckcm.. 10 (1965) 165-175 
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S.M.E. for the Cr(III)/Cr(II) system in various electrolytes, commented on the 
possibility of kinetic complexity. He reported values of u ranging from approximately 
0.6-0.7 in perchlorate medium of varying concentration, but he did not give data for 
potassium chloride. 

RANDLES AND SOMERTON~ did not determine u since their faradaic impedance 
measurements were carried out purposely for Cr(III)/Cr(II) = I. Since the Cr(III)/ 
Cr(I1) system is probably more complex than initially suspected, eqn. (3) should 
really not be applicable. It  turns out that linear plots are obtained in Fig. 6 but that 
the resulting value of a is not constant. 

The parameters I a O  and kaO were determined for whatever they are worth from 
the plot of Fig. 7 and similar plots for other data. This plot is directly based on 
eqn. (10). Part I. The plots are linear and intersect the origin, as expected from 
eqn. (IO), Part I ;  their slope yields immediately Ia0 and, consequently, kaO. The 
resulting values of k.0 for the mean value of u =o.61 are listed in Table 2. The integral 
capacity, c, was computed from the differential capacity of GRAHAME AND PAR- 
S O N S ~ ~ *  for I M potassium chloride. No attempt was made to correct the values of 
these authors for the presence of Cr(I1) and Cr(III), and the capacities are therefore 
somewhat approximate. No definite trend in the values of kaO in Table I can be 
discerned. I t  may be noted that values are larger than those reported by RANDLE~ 
AND SOMERTON by more than one order of magnitude. Unravelling of the kinetics 
of this system seems in order and the foregoing results are very tentative. 

Mixed colztrol by diffusion and chmge transfer: the V(III)/V(II) 
The kinetics parameters for V(III)/V(II) in I M perchloric acid are, a t  20°, 

kaQ=3.2 x 10-3 cm sec-1 and (w=o.52 according to JOSHI, MEHL AND PAR SONS^^. 
RANDLES AND SOMERTON~ reported ka0=4.0x 10-3 cm sec-1 a t  20° but did not 
determine a. RANDLES later obtained values of u varying from 0.50-0.57 by the 
analysis of polarographic wavesl4. This system was selected for the verification of 
treatment of mixed control by diffusion and charge transfer. Measurements were 
camed out for the ratio V(III)/V(II) =5:1, I :I and I :5. 

The general eqn. (6) of Part I was applied for large overvoltages, and I a o  and 
a were computed as follows: the value of il was deduced by application of eqn. (6) ,  
Part I, from the experimental values of 7, (l/m)+ and other parameters in this equa- 
tion. A plot was prepared of the quantity 

against 7 (Fig. 8) by using12 Dv(11)=8.12 x 10-6 cms sec-1 and Dv(111,=5.38 x 10-6 

cm2 sec-1. Points were scattered, but the line drawn in Fig. 8, which corresponds to 
cx =0.53 and I,"= 1.1 x 10-3 A cm-2 (kaO=4.4 x 10-3 cm sec-I), is in good agreement 
with the data obtained by analysis of data for small overvoltages. 

Analysis of small-overvoltage data by eqns. (11) and (12) of Part I was more 
successful. The value of A satisfying eqn. ( X I )  was computed from experimental 
values of 7 and (llm), and the I a O  was computed from eqn. (12). Part I. Integral 
capacities were those determined for I M perchloric acid (see Fig. 2). Some results 

* Complete data are not given in ref. 10, but were kindly supplied by Dr. R. PARSONS. 

J. Elcctrmnal. Chcm., 10 (1965) 165-175 
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TABLE Y 

DATA POR V(III)/V(II) xu I M PERCHLORIC ACID* 
- 

m 2 r/m -9 
(gsec-1) (cm) (cm sec g-1) fmv) 

- - -- 

* V(III)/V(II) - I :I ; V(II1) + V(I1) - 30.9 mmole 1-1; r = 0.00625 cm. 

Fig. 8. Plot for the determination of a and 1.0 for large overvoltages for the V(III)/V(II) couple 
in r M HCIO,. V(III)/V(II) = I. V(II1) + V(I1) = 5.16 mmoles/l. 

Fig. 9. Results for V(III)/V(II) in I M HClO, from small-overvoltage analysis. Total concn. 
V(II1) $ V(II), 30.9 mmoles/l. 

Fig. 10. Plot for derivative analysis of data for V(III)/V(II) in x M HClO4. V(III)/V(II) = I :r.  
Total concn. V(II1) + V(1J): (a), 20.7; (b), 30.9 mmoles/l. 
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are listed in Table 3. Results are plotted in Fig. 9. One deduces a=o.56 and kbO= 
5.7 x 10-3 cm sec-1, in fairly good agreement with the literature values quoted above. 

An alternative method of analysis of small-overvoltage data which does not 
require values of c and E, was also applied. I t  follows from eqn. (II), Part I, that a 
plot of the derivative d(l/m)l/2/d(1/?1) against (m/l)llZ is linear (Fig. 10). The intercept 
and slope are, respectively 

RT c (E-E,) I -- 
n F  z.?cra6 I,O 

The ratio of the slope to the intercept is thus 

The quantities, c and Ez, need not be known in this method, and the analysis is 
simplified. Values of k.0 calculated by this method were 9.5 x 10-3 and 5.9 x 10-3 cm 
sec-1, respectively, for the 20.7 and 30.9 mmoles 1-1 V(II1) +V(II) solutions. The 
agreement with the data cited above is good, but it must be noted that a rather long 
extrapolation, with its attending uncertainty, is involved in Fig. ro. Moreover, 
determination of the first derivative, as required by this method, is somewhat un- 
certain. 

Control by diffusion and mipat iox:  discharge of Hg(1) and Hg(1I) i n  sodium fluwide 
The effect of migration was examined without complication by charge- 

transfer kinetics, i.e., for the discharge of Hg(1) and Hg(I1) in sodium fluoride of 
varying concentration. Complexation of Hg(1) and Hg(I1) with fluoride is quite 
negligiblel3. Results for Hg(I1) discharge are plotted in Fig. 11, which was prepared 

Fig. 11. Plot of potential against (Elm)* for 2.2 x 10-4  M Hg(I1) in NaF at the following molar 
concns.: (3). o; (e). 0.003; ( o), 0.01; ( W ) ,  0.03; ( A), 0.1. 

J.  Ekctroanal. Chem., 10 (1965) 165-175 
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by noting that for large cathodic overvoltages and diffusion control, eqn. (6), Part I, 
reduces to 

2 nFrd+CoODo+ 
q + E s - E ;  = 

C (4) 

This equation applies to diffusion control, but can presumably be applied, as a 
crzcde ap@oximution, to mixed control by diffusion and migration provided the 
diffusion coefficient is replaced by some apparent value. Such an approach has been 
followed in polarography and chronopotentiometry but it is well known that a more 
sophisticated treatment is in order. We shall not go into this matter, and we shall 

TABLE 4 

"APPARENT" DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS DEDUCED FROM BQN. (4). 
- 
NaF conm. Apparent diffusion coerff. 
(mole 1-1) (10-5 cm2 sec-1) 

* Concns.: 2.1 x 10-4 M for Hg(1) and 2.2 x 1 0 - 4  M for Hg(I1) 

limit ourselves to pointing out that E seems to vary linearly with (E/m)ll' as predicted 
from eqn. (4) for the discharge of both Hg(I1) (Fig. X I )  and Hg(1). I t  is also noted that 
all lines on such plots converge on a single point, as one would expect for negligible 
complexation with fluoride. Values of the apparent diffusion coefficients deduced 
from eqn. (4) are listed in Table 4. 

CONCLUSION 

The analysis worked out in Part I is verified experimentally for control by 
diffusion or charge transfer and for mixed control by diffusion and charge transfer. 
Application to kinetics appears to be feasible and may be considered, especially in 
conjunction with the more classical analysis of current-potential current with the 
S.M.E. (c j . ,  e g . ,  SLOTTER~).  Extension to media of low conductivity may be consid- 
ered, but the difficulties mentioned in the conclusion of Part I ought to be investi- 
gated before any conclusion can be reached on this point. 
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SUMMARY 

The shift of potential a t  open circuit of a streaming mercury electrode (S.M.E.) 
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was determined and analyzed for control by diffusion or charge transfer and for 
mixed control by diffusion and charge transfer. The following systems were investi- 
gated : Hg(1) in I M perchloric acid, Cr(III)/Cr(II) in I M potassium chloride and 
V(III)JV(II) in I M perchloric acid. The charging current of the S.M.E. was also in- 
vestigated and observations were made on the discharge of Hg(1) and Hg(I1) with 
mixed control by diffusion and migration. 
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INTRODUCTION 

When the potential of an electrode is changed abruptly from E, to Ef+l ,  the 
double layer charges rapidly and the current flowing a t  any time after about loo 
psec is purely faradaic.  BARKER^ has suggested that this fact be exploited in a 
technique which has come to be known as voltammetry with a staircase potential 
function, or simply, staircase voltammetry. If the current flowing at the end of each 
time interval is plotted as a function of potential, curves similar to linear sweep I-E 
curves are obtained. However, unlike linear sweep voltammetry, effects of the 
double-layer charging current have been largely eliminated. Staircase voltammetry 
has been studied experimentally by bf~NN2-3 and by NIGMATULLIN AND VYASELEV~. 
The latter have presented the theory for small values of the potential step interval 
and have shown that this case coincides with linear sweep voltammetry. The present 
work considers the general theory for reversible electrode reactions, without restric- 
tion on the magnitude of the potential step. 

THEORY 

The treatment given here for staircase voltammetry is similar to that given by 
MATSUDA AND AYABE~ for linear sweep voltammetry, and neglects double-layer 
charging. Consider a single reversible reaction 

O + n e s R  
For semi-infinite linear diffusion we have 

with the initial and boundary conditions 

where I is the current density. 

Contribution NO. 3226 from the Gates and Crellin Laboratories of Chemistry. 
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The solutions to this set of equations are5, 

Since we have assumed reversibility, the Nernst equation is obeyed at  the surface of 
the electrode. 

where E* is the reversible half-wave potential. 
Eliminating Co(o, t) and CR(O, 1) between eqns. (3), (4) and (9, we have 

The applied potential function is of the form 

where I = o  for E 2 Ec, (cf. Fig. I). Equation (6) is satisfied by 

1 + 

Fig. I. Staircase potential function. 

where 

j t < t <  ( j + f ) t  

( E ~ + ~ A E - E * ) ] ;  j = o ,  I, 2, ... 

We are primarily interested in the current a t  the end of each time interval. If 
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we substitute l=jt into eqn. (8), we obtain upon rearrangement, 

where 

I I I I I I 
yg(j ,  A E )  = (-. + +.I [- n 1/1 I + E O  f i-I  

If we take the limit AE+ subject to the condition that the "sweep rate", 
A E / t ,  remain constant, the current becomes identical to the linear sweep current 
[cf. eqns. (17) and (IS), ref. (s)], as we would expect. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

tp~ was evaluated as a function of (nF/RT) ( E - E , )  for several values of 
(nF/RT)dE.These are tabulated in Table 1 and representative curves are presented in 
Fig. 2. I t  should be emphasized that the curves shown in Fig. 2 are envelopes of a 
discontinuous function. Each point is plotted individually for the larger potential 
steps. 

TABLE 1 

CALCULATED FROM EQN. (11 )  FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF (nF/RT)dE 

J. Elcctvoanal. Chem.. 10 (1965) 176182 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 

1. Elecl~oanal. Chem., 10 (1965) 176-182 
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The maximum value of tp, is observed to decrease with decreasing potential step m 
a manner analogous to the decrease in the maximum current with decreasing sweep 
rate observed in linear sweep voltammetry. The current in staircase voltammetry is 
parametrically dependent on both AE and z. Therefore, displaying ys a t  decreasing 
values of the potential step interval is equivalent to displaying the current a t  decreas- 
ing values of the "sweep rate", AElz. 

Referring to eqn. (IO), we observe that the current is linear in 1 1 ~ 1 .  In Fig. 3, 
the maximum current is plotted vs. [ ( leF/RT)(dE)] t  and the current for a linear 

1 nF -- RT (GE112) 

Fig. 2. Current-potential functions calculated from eqn. (11). Number shown is the value of 
(nF/RT)AE used in calculating that curve (1.0 = 12.8 mV for n = 2 a t  29S°K).Thepeak current 
for linear sweep voltammetry occurs a t  (nF/RT) (E-Et)  = + I. I I. 

0.48- 

Fig. 3. Maximum current as a function of the potential step interval for constant r. The straight 
line corresponds to a linear potential sweep. 
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potential sweep is plotted in similar units for comparison. The maximum currents 
deviate strongly from linear sweep case at high values of (A E),. This is in accord with 
the experimental observations of MANN, cf. Fig. 4 in ref. (3). 

The "sweep rate", AElt, can be varied by varying A E ,  t ,  or both. As observed 
above, the "peak" currents vary linearly with ~ / t +  [eqn. (IO)] and approximately 
linearly with (AE)* (Fig. 3). Both AE and r can only be varied within certain limits. 
The minimum value of t must be larger than the time constant for double-layer 
charging. The maximum value of t is fixed by the requirement that the diffusion 
remain linear. On the other hand, AE must always be large compared with the noise 
in the potential control circuit. For very large steps, the current envelope is poorly 
defined although MANN~ appears to have employed steps as large as 40 mV success- 
fully. 

The disadvantage in varying the "sweep rate" by varying AE is that the 
"peak" potential appears to shift slightly as the step interval is varied, cf. Fig. 2. 

This means that in analytical applications the potential at which the current is 
measured must vary and perhaps more importantly that the shift might be confused 
with or mask the effects of electrode irreversibility. I t  should be remembered that the 
"peak" potential is a fiction since the current function is discontinuous and 
the "peak" current is constrained to occur at  an integral number of potential steps 
from El. 

I t  is evident from the foregoing that the most convenient analytical scheme 
would be to use a large constant potential step and to vary r in the calibration proce- 
dure. In this way, the largest values of the current compatible with a convenient 
current envelope are obtained, and the "peak" potential is constant. 

In his original papers, MANN states that he was unable to observe oxygen 
reduction using this technique. Experiments in this laboratory show that in fact the 
waves MANN attributes to "absorption and desorption phenomena" are due to the 
two-step reduction of dissolved oxygen and that these waves disappear if the solution 
is deaerated. In addition, the first wave observed by MANN in KC1 supporting 
electrolyte is undoubtedly due to the reduction of calomel since the wave is not 
present in the perchlorate supporting electrolyte2. 

The work of MANN has shown that staircase voltammetry has distinct analyti- 
cal applications. I t  appears that staircase voltammetry can be extended to other 
cases where linear sweep voltammetry has been employed; e.g,, stripping analysis, 
the study of irreversible reactions, and the study of coupled solution reactions by 
cyclic voltammetry. 
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SUMMARY 

The theoretical relationships for voltammetry with a staircase potential 
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function are developed for a reversible electrode reaction and are shown to be in 
accord with experiment. Current-potential curves are calculated and tabulated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The theory of linear-sweep voltammetry assumes the working electrode (WE) 
potential E(t) to be a linear function of time t: 

E(t) = Er -~ t ,  

where El is the initial potential and u the sweep rate (a reduction process is thus 

ORDER ( working electrode 

Fig. I. Simple circuit for linear-sweep voltammetry. 

assumed). When, however, a simple circuit like that in Fig. I is used, the WE poten- 
tial is 

where q(t) denotes the flux of oxidized and reduced substances a t  the electrode surface, 
defined to have a positive value, rs is the number of electrons occurring in the electron- 
transfer reaction equation, F is the Faraday, A the electrode area, rm and the 
values of the current-measuring resistor and the a.c. resistance of the cell, respectively, 
and ic the capacity current due to the charging of the double layer. 

DELAHAY AND S T I E H L ~ . ~  have estimated the influence of the ohmic drop on 
the peak height of the linear-sweep polarogram (LSP), neglecting the capacity current. 
Their treatment is approximate and gives no information about other effects on the 
form of the LSP and its position on the potential axis. 

Linear-sweep voltammetry finds increasing use for elucidation of the nature of 
electrode reactions. Unlike in purely analytical applications, the peak current is 
not the only important property, but the dependence of the (half-) peak potential and 
the width (e.g., the width a t  half height) on the sweep rate are equally important. We 
therefore tried to find an exact computation of LSP's distorted by ohmic drop. 
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Our treatment also neglects the capacity current and thus the expression for 
the WE potential becomes: 

E(t)  = Ei - vt + nFAQq(t), (1) 

where 51 is the sum of all resistances which contribute to the ohmic drop, and is 
assumed to be constant. 

The influence of the capacity current will be discussed qualitatively in a 
following section. 

THE INTEGRAL EQUATION ; GENERAL PROPERTIES OF DISTORTED LSP'S 

The diffusion equations and initial and boundary conditions for the reversible 
reduction of an oxidized species, 0, to a reduced species, R, at a plane electrode are 
summarized elsewhere3.4. Using DELAHAY'S notation the boundary condition ob- 
tained by applying the Nernst equation must be written as: 

Co(o, t )  = KR(o, t) ~ ( t )  ; (2)  

n2 F2 
r(t)  = exp [ -ot + -- ~ 5 1 ~ ( t ) ]  ; 

RT 

a = (nF/RT)v.  

The following integral equation for the flux q(t) is easily derived4: 
- 

CoVnDo ( I  - ~ ( t ) )  
yOr(t) 4- 1 ' (4) 

where CO is the initial concentration of 0, Do and DR are the diffusion coefficients of 
0 and R,  and y = (Do/DR)4. Following the treatment of NICHOLSON AND SHAIN~ the 
integral equation is transformed by the substitutions 

which result in : 

If 0 = o (absence of ohmic drop) eqn. (6) describes the well-known Sevtik- 
Randles P-function multiplied by a factor (I + r/yf3), which is very nearly unity. But 
if 0 differs from zero, eqn. (6) describes a distorted PI-function characterized by the 
parameters ye and (n2FAEO(Dou)*).  A LSP is almost independent of yes, and the 
distorted P'-function can thus be characterized by the value of 

R~FASZCO~D~ P 'MAX = ~t ( ip*Q) ,  

i.e., n times the maximal value of the appearing ohmic drop. I t  is rather obvious, 
however, that the ratio P'M*x/PMnx is a single-valued function of n(ip'0) and there- 
fore the distorted PI-function is also wholly determined by n times expected maximal 



ohmic drop, i .e., n times the product of resistance and peak current which would 
appear in the absence of ohmic drop. 

Some general properties of distorted LSP's having been established, the 
principles of the numerical calculations will now be explained. 

By applying HUBER'S method for numerically solving integral equations6 the 
following formula results: 

with 

and where 6 is the width of the intervals into which the d-axis is divided, and P j r  is 
the value of P '(at) at  at = jd.  

Equation (8) can be written symbolically as 

Pj' = @(P,') - S , 
where S is independent of Pj',  and this form suggests that under certain conditions 
eqn. (8) can be solved by the process of iteration : on substituting a suitably chosen 
value P,,o' into the right-hand side of eqn. (8) a new value, Pj,l', is found: 

P,,l'= @(Pp,o') - S , 

and repeating the process: 

P,,*' = @(P,,l') - s . 
I t  can be proved? that the series Pl,o', Pj,lr,  P1,2', ... wnverges to the limit, PI', when 
the condition 

is fulfilled. Differentiating the right-hand side of eqn. (8) with respect to P I f  one finds 
for the first derivative Dl: 

where 

The first derivative is always negative and has a maximum in absolute value for 
~ ( j 8 )  = x/yO: 
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The effect of these results on the numerical calculations can be summarized as 
follows. If I D ~ ~ M A X  < I ,  the whole LSP can be computed by the process of iteration. 
If this is not the case, Dl should be estimated and iteration is still possible if its 
absolute value is smaller than I. If iteration is impossible another way of computing 
Pj' must be used; this will be explained below. A consequence of the principle of this 
method is that its use is more advantageous than iteration if I Dl1 >0.5. 

By using the fact that Dl is always negative, it can be proved (using the mean 
value theorem of the differential calculus) that on substitution of a value (P,' + P) 
into the right-hand side of eqn. (S), which value is thus too large by the positive 
amount p, a new value 27,' < PI' is found and substitution of the value (P,' - p) 
yields a value R;' > P,'. 

Let P,,L' and P,,R' be the left- and right-hand side end-points, respectiveIy, of 
an interval containing the unknown value, PI1, which must be found. By substituting 
the values of these end-points into eqn. (8) new values, 171,~' and fi,~', are found for 
which n , , ~ '  > Pj' > P,,L', and n j r ,~ '  < Pr' < P,,R'. The mid-point of the interval 
under consideration is P ~ , M  = (P,,L' + P, .R') /~ ,  and substitution of thisvalueintoeqn. (8) 
yieldsn, ,~ ' .  If n , , ~ '  > P j . ~ '  then the desired value, P,', lies in the right-hand-side 
half of the interval, and in the other case, in the other half. Having thus located PI' 
in a half-interval, we can divide this into two parts and apply the same reasoning 
again to select the PJ'-containing quarter-interval. Repeating this process we can 
find PI' to any desired degree of accuracy. 

An ALGOL-60 program for a digital electronic computer based on these 
principles has been written and the calculations of the P'-functions have been per- 
formed for a temperature of 25", an initial potential of E,  + 151.41n mV, and with 
an accuracy of the P'MAX-values of better than 0.5%. 

RESULTS, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSIONS 

(a) Results of the calculations 
Figure 2 shows the undistorted P-function and some P'-functions distorted 

by ohmic drop, which are characterized by n times expected and appearing ohmic 
drop. The PI-functions have been plotted against E(t),  the corrected electrode poten- 
tial, according to eqn. (I). A reduction process is assumed here, but adaptation of the 
results to oxidation processes is readily made by reversing the signs of n(E - Et) 
and n(Ep - E,). It can be seen that the reversible LSP is shifted towards more 
negative potentials, resulting in a more negative peak potential. I t  can also be 
inferred that the tail of the peak becomes higher with increasing ohmic drop; this is 
not surprising, as beyond the maximum of the LSP the real sweep rate is higher than 
in the absence of ohmic drop. This effect, coupled with the decrease in peak height, 
causes a considerable increase in the width of the peak. 

These effects are more clearly demonstrated in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, which show 
PMAX'/PMAX = P ~ ~ ~ ' ] o . 4 4 6 3 ,  n(Ep - E*), and b* (the width at half height) as 
functions of times expected and appearing ohmic drop. An expected ohmic drop of 
IOO mV for a two-electron electrode reaction causes a decrease of the peak current by 
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Fig. 2. Undistorted P-function and distorted P'-functions, plotted us. corrected electrode poten- 
tial. Numbers denote n times expected,maximal ohmic drop; corresponding numbers in paren- 
theses denote n times appearing ohmic drop. (a), o(o); (b), zo(19); (c). 50(45); (d), 100(84); (e), 
200(150). 

Fig. 3. Ratio &='/PMAX plotted vs. (a), n times expected maximal ohmic drop: (b), a times 
appearing maximal ohmic drop. 
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Fig. 4. Corrected peak potential as function of expected and appearing maximal ohmic drop. 
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a factor 0.75, a shift of the peak from -14.3 to -28.1 mV, and an increase in the 
width a t  half height from 102 to 178 mV. 

I t  is thus apparent that a reversible LSP is deformed to a considerable extent 
by ohmic drop, and simulates non-reversible behaviour as manifested by shifting and 
broadening of the peak. 

Fig. 5. Width at half height as function of expected and appearing maximal ohmic drop. 

(b) Inflwnce of th ca$acity current 
The above results were obtained neglecting the capacity current, ic. A simple 

calculation, assuming a (rather high) sweep rate of 100 V/sec, an average double- 
layer capacity of 50 pF/cmz, and a spherical electrode radius of 0.05 cm, gives a 
value of 0.15 mV/Q for ic. Owing to the non-linearity of the WE potential sweep 
(caused by ohmic drop in the presence of reacting substance) and because of the non- 
constancy of the double-layer capacity this figure is only approximate, and certainly 
not a constant. Under the same conditions, a mercury-pool electrode with an area of 
5 cm2 gives an ic of 25 mV/a .  I t  is thus evident, especially in the case of a mercury- 
pool electrode, that the capacity current can cause an appreciable deviation from 
linearity of the WE potential sweep. 

I t  is possible to calculate exactly the influence of the capacity current, caused 
by a non-constant double-layer capacity, in the presence of a reacting substance. 
However, from the discussion to follow it will appear that these calculations would be 
of relatively little use, and therefore we have not yet attempted this. 

(c) Elimination of ohmic drop 
I t  can be ascertained from the figures that a maximal ohmic drop of about 

201% mV causes a discernible deviation from simple reversible behaviour when 
registration of the LSP is moderately accurate. 

I t  has been demonstrated that linear-sweep voltammetry is a powerful and 
versatile technique for investigating electrode reactionss, but our calculations de- 
monstrate that it is necessary to choose the experimental conditions carefully so as to 
reduce ohmic drop, and failure to keep it below about zo/n mV will make it very 
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laborious to obtain accurate values for electrode reaction parameters in quantitative 
studies of electrode reactions. 

Elimination of ohmic drop by the use of operational amplifier instrumentations 
is relatively easy when using a mercury-pool or a platinum-foil electrode. The high 
value of the double-layer charging current a t  high sweep rates, however, necessitates 
a careful positioning of the reference electrode tip relative to the WE, irrespective 
of the value of the faradaic current caused by the electrode reaction. 

I t  is sometimes believed that ohmic drop can always be effectively eliminated 
by using a three-electrode potentiostat. However, SCHAAP AND MCKINNEYQ and 
others have pointed out that this is not generally true, and that working electrode 
geometry can prevent elimination of ohmic drop. I t  is especially difficult to eliminate 
ohmic drop occumng in the solution when using a hanging mercury-drop electrode or 
a dropping-mercury electrode. For this reason the use of a mercury-drop electrode 
(or other micro-electrodes of similar geometry) should be avoided in the linear-sweep 
voltammetry technique if the appearing ohmic drop in the solution is more than 
about zo/n mV. 
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SUMMARY 

An exact computation of reversible linear-sweep polarograms a t  a plane 
electrode distorted by ohmic drop is presented. I t  follows from these calculations that 
ohmic drop causes a decrease of the peak current, a shift of even the corrected peak 
potential, and a considerable increase of the width of the peak, suggesting non- 
reversible behaviour. 

I t  is deduced that for quantitative studies of electrode processes, the use of a 
mercurydrop electrode (or other micro-electrodes of similar geometry) in conjunction 
with linear-sweep voltammetry should be avoided (even when using a three-electrode 
potentiostat) when the ohmic drop in the solution exceeds about 201% mV. 

NOTE ADDED I N  PROOF 

Recently NICHOLSON published some calcuIations on the same problem 
(Anal. Chem., 37 (1965) 667). and his results, although not so extensive as ours, 
were the same. His numerical calculations were carried out by using the Newton- 
Rhapson iteration method, and this method is more rapid than the bisection method 
used in our calculations; with the Newton-Rhapson method the convergence im- 
proves during the calculation of subsequent approximations. 

I t  should be remarked that HUBER'S method for solving numerically Volterra 
integral equations is to be preferred to the approach used by NICHOLSON, as the 
approximation embodied in Huber's method is more refined; this enables the use of 
larger values of 8 ,  which reduces the computation time considerably. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The electrochemical study of alloys of metals of the platinum group with other 
metals promises new insight into the question of why platinum metals are better 
catalysts for many heterogeneous reactions than other metals. The recent review1 
on electrochemistry and the structure of solid surfaces by PARSONS shows the necessity 
for experimental work on this subject. 

Results on hydrogen adsorption and on the formation and reduction of oxygen 
layers for four Pt-Cr alloys in N HzS04 a t  30' are reported in this paper. The tech- 
niques of measuring periodic current-potential curves (I- U curves) potentiostatic- 
ally and of voltammetry with superimposed a.c. voltage, were used a t  small sweep 
rates. Information on changes of the composition of oxygen layers are mainly obtain- 
ed from the I- U curves. The impedance measurements allow the presence of platinum 
atoms to be detected on the surface of Pt-Cr alloys with chromium contents of 30 
atomic % (and larger) by their influence on the capacitive component in the potential 
range where hydrogen atoms are adsorbed. 

Pure chromium is active2.3 in sulfuric acid solutions a t  potentials negative to 
that of the hydrogen electrode in the same solution. The passive region where chro- 
mium dissolves as Cr3f a t  a small rate of 1 0 - 7  A/cm2 extends to about + I  .og V. At 
more anodic potentials than 1.05 V, chromium goes into solution as chromate283. The 
measurements on Pt-Cr alloys were made in the potential region +0.05 to +1.5 V 
for chromium contents up to 52 atomic % and from +o.o5 to +1.3 V for the 75 
atomic % Cr alloy. Thus the rate of dissolution as Cr3+ could be kept negligible with 
respect to the other reactions which occur in the potential range studied. Voltam- 
metric I- U curves were taken on smooth platinum a t  the end of the measurements on 
Pt-Cr alloys in the same solution to see if any influence of chromate could be detected. 
I t  is well-known that chromate is reduced4 on platinum at potentials positive to the 
hydrogen electrode. Inhibiting layers are formed4 in different potential regions. A 
noticeable effect of the nature described was not found. This means that the bulk 
concentration of chromate remained negligibly small under the conditions chosen. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The measurements were carried out in a Pyrex-glass vessel of conventional 
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design. The vessel was thermostatted a t  30°+o.50. The solution was prepared from 
doubly-distilled water and A.H.-grade sulfuric acid. Voltammetric I - U  curves on 
a smooth platinum-wire electrode a t  3 and 30 mV/sec did not show a t  30" the addi- 
tional peaks that are characteristic6 for impurities. The solution was saturated with 
purified helium before the measurements; during the measurements it was quiescent. 
The solution was replaced by a fresh one at the end of the runs on each of the alloys. 
The electrode potential is referred to a hydrogen electrode in N H2.504. The current 
densities were computed on the basis of the geometric surface area. 

The assembly described recently6 was used (with one modification) for taking 
the I- U curves and the capacitive or ohmic components of the interfacial impedance 
in an equivalent series circuit of capacitor, Cs, and resistor, R,. The zero-stability of 
the resolved component indicator had to be improved for the measurements at a slow 
sweep rate of 3 mV/sec. This was achieved by placing a General Radio type 578 
shielded transformer between each of the outputs of the two Tektronix amplifiers and 
the inputs of the resolved component indicator (Fig. I ,  in ref. 6) and by changing the 
resistors of the indicator (Fig. 2 in ref. 6) to R1= &=3 k$, R 2  = 2.75 kf2, R 4 =  500-Q 
taper, R5= IOO-kQ potentiometer. By putting a 10 pF capacitor across the output, 
the Hewlett Packard 41zA d.c. vacuum tube voltmeter between the output of the 

Cr Oh 
Fig. I. Lattice parameter as a function of camposition in atomic %. 
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indicator and the recorder (Fig. I in ref. 6) could be eliminated. The Varian E80 X-Y 
recorder allowed a good resolution of the I- U curves, I/&,- U curves, and Rs- U 
curves. 

PREPARATION AND COMPOSITION OF ELECTRODES 

The Pt-Cr alloys (10,30, 52, 75 atomic % Cr or 3, 10, 20, 44.49 weight % Cr) 
were supplied by Englehard Co. They had irregular shapes with the exception of the 
10 atomic % alloy which was in the form of a foil. The alloys were annealed a t  x400° 
in argon for I h. A mirror-like surface was produced by polishing mechanically. X-ray 
diffraction patterns were taken from the ground surface of the specimen. The Debye- 
Schemer patterns yielded lines characteristic of Pt-Cr solid solution with weak super- 
lattice reflections for the 10, 30, and 52 atomic % Cr alloys. A face-centered cubic- 
type pattern was obtained. The crystallite size could not be determined exactly, but 
from visual observation of the lines it is greater than 3000 A. The plot of the lattice 
parameter a, vs. the composition in atomic per-cent in Fig. I, is linear for the first 
three alloys, as expected for solid solutions. The intersection of the straight line with 
the ordinate yields the lattice parameter of platinum. Thus the parameters of the 
alloys fall on a line not far from the straight line predicted by VEGARD'S law?. The 
diffractometer trace of the 75 atomic % Cr alloy contained lines characteristic of 
PtCr3, along with a very weak trace of PtCrz. 

The simplest and most effective method for studying electrochemical reactions 
on the ground surface alone, was to cover the other surfaces and the platinum leads 
(which were spot-welded to the back of the brittle alloys) with red stopoff lacquer. 
I t  was found, by tests with platinum electrodes which were partially covered with red 
lacquer, that the resulting contamination of the solution was negligible if the lacquer 
had dried for at least I h in air before the electrode was used in N HzS04 a t  30'. If the 
time of drying is too short, some acetone does not evaporate from the lacquer and 
dissolves in the electrolyte. Anodic waves, which are probably caused by the oxidation 
of acetone, were observed on platinum in voltammetric I- U curves a t  30 mV/sec, 
in this case. 

RESULTS 

It was observed that the shape of the I -U curves became better developed 
during the initial cycles, at 30 mV/sec, on the alloys. After about 20 cycles the shape 
remained the same. A similar behavior which, however, involves fewer cycles, was 
found on pure platinums.6. The nature of the change during the initial cycles cannot 
yet be elucidated; it may result from the gradual removal of impurities from the sur- 
face of the alloys. I t  may require about 20 cycles before the composition of the chro- 
mium oxide which was formed during the exposure to air is changed into that of the 
passive layer in N HeS04. After 20 cycles the current density at a given potential 
increased slowly with the number of cycles, probably because of a slow increase of 
the surface roughness. The main measurements at 3 mV/sec were taken after each 
alloy had been cycled about 30 times at 30 mV/sec. 

Figure 2 represents I-U curves a t  3 mV/sec for the four alloys. A curve on 
pure platinum is not shown since it looks very like the curve (a) of the 10 atomic % Cr 
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alloy. The similarity between the I-U curve on platinum and that on the alloys 
disappears for alloys of larger chromium content. 

The l/oCs- U curves a t  I kc/sec for the alloys are plotted in Fig. 3. Since the 
impedance is largely capacitive between IOO c/s and ro kclsec, the capacitive com- 
ponent will be mainly discussed. The amplitude of the a.c. signal was smaller than 
3 mV,rr. The sweep rate was 3 mV/sec. Arrows indicate the direction of the sweep. 

Fig. 2. Potentiostatic current-potential curves on platinum-chromium alloys in N HtSOd at 
3 mvlsec: (a), 10 atomic %; (c), 52 atomic %; (b), 30 atomic %; (d), 75 atomic %. 

The RE- U curves and the I/&,- U curves on platinum and on the 75 atomic % 
Cr alloy are compared a t  xo kclsec in Fig. 4. A compensation for the ohmic voltage 
drop that is located in the electrolyte between the test electrode and the reference 
electrode was not applied. The determination of the IRm-drop, the correctness of 
which was checked previouslyg, is demonstrated for platinum in Fig. 4(a). The sweep 
rate was 3 mV/sec. The sweep direction is given by arrows. 
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DISCUSSION 

The I- U curve in Fig. z(a) of the 10 atomic % Cr alloy has a similar shape to 
the curve on platinum. There are three characteristic regions: region of hydrogen 
adsorption, double-layer region, region of the oxygen layer. Two large peaks exist in 
the hydrogen region corresponding to weakly- and strongly-bonded hydrogen atoms. 

Fig. 3. Capacitive components of the alloys as a function of potential. Sweep rate: 3 mV/sec; 
frequency: I kc@: (a), 10 atomic %: (c), 52 atomic %; (b). 30 atomic %; (d), 75 atomic %. 

The peak of the weakly-bonded hydrogen is larger during the cathodic than during 
the anodic sweep. This effectlo, which becomes more pronounced at smaller sweep 
rates, is attributed to a larger extent of the competitive Hz-evolution during the 
cathodic than during the anodic sweep. Stirring with an inert gas increases the effect 
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as may be expected for a diffusion-controlled process of H2-evolution. I t  may be 
concluded from the evidence in Fig. 2 that hydrogen adsorption on the platinum 
atoms is not influenced much by the presence of chromium up to at least IO atomic %. 
The chromium is in the passive state; otherwise the observed currents should be 
larger because of chromium dissolution. 

The amount of electricity which is used for the formation of the oxygen layer 
of the 10 atomic % Cr alloy between 0.6 and 1.5 V is noticeably larger than the amount 
during its reduction between 1.1 and 0.5 V. Further experimental evidence is required 
for a satisfactory interpretation of this effect which was also observed on platinum 
at comparable rates" when taking anodic and cathodic charging curves a t  small 
current densities. 

" , I 3 - -  
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Fig. 4. Capacitive components (band d) and ohmic components (a and c) as  a function of potential. 
Sweep rate: 3 mV/sec; frequency: 10 kc/sec: (a and b), Pt; (c and d) ,  75 atomic %. 
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On the other three alloys, the current densities in the so-called hydrogen region 
are too large to be able to attribute them to the formation or removal of a layer of 
adsorbed hydrogen atoms. Other reactions occur with a large rate and obscure the 
partial currents due to  the Volmer reaction. I t  is not possible on the basis of the 
I - U  curves (b), (c), and (d) in Fig. 2 to detect the presence of platinum atoms by 
their electrochemical behavior in the hydrogen region. The waves in these I- U curves 
are attributed to changes in the composition of the passive layer on the chromium. 
I t  is suggested that the oxidation of chromium to CrOOH occurs during the anodic 
sweep between 0.05 and 0.50 V. Then CrOOH is oxidized further between 0.5 and 1.2 

V. Chromate goes into solution above 1.1 V in the case of curves (c) and (d). During 
the cathodic sweep, the higher oxide is reduced to CrOOH between 1.2 and 0.5 V 
and CrOOH is reduced to chromium between 0.5 and 0.05 V. The reaction between 
0.5 and 1.2 V is less irreversible on the 75 atomic % Cr alloy. This may be due to the 
transition from a solid solution of chromium in platinum to the compound PtCr3. 
The interpretations on the passive layer are tentative. Similar phenomena were ob- 
served12 during the voltammetric oxidation of nickel single crystals. 

The remarkable feature of the l/oCs-U curves in Fig. 3 is their similarity in 
the potential range 0.05-0.4 V. I t  is concluded that the similarity results from the 
occurrence of the Volmer reaction on platinum atoms of the surface. The Volmer 
reaction is considerably less hindered than the formation and reduction of CrOOH, 
thus it determines the impedance. The correctness of this conclusion is evident for 
the ro atomic % Cr alloy from a comparison of the I- U curve with the l/oCs- U 
curve in the hydrogen region. The two minimal3 of the I /~C, -U curves in Fig. 3 
demonstrate the presence of strongly- and weakly-bonded hydrogen atoms for the 
alloys studied. A larger resolution than the one used during the impedance measure- 
ments of Fig. 3 led to more pronounced minima and verified the shape of the I/&,- U 
curves in the hydrogen region. 

The double-layer region and the oxygen region are well distinguished6 in the 
I/&&- U curves a t  I kclsec on platinum. This distinction becomes less pronounced 
with increasing chromium content in Fig. 3. The hysteresis between the anodic and 
cathodic sweep of the l/oCb- U curves above 0.3 V is correlated to the irreversibility 
of the reactions discussed which change the composition of the passive layer. This is 
shown by a comparison of the l/oCs-U curves in Fig. 3 with the respective I - U  
curves in Fig. 2. The fine structure of the 1/&8- U curves reflects the appearance of 
waves in the I- U curves. The values of I in Fig. z and of x/wCB in Fig. 3 at a given 
potential, indicate that the 30 atomic % Cr alloy has a larger roughness factor 
than the 52 and 75 atomic % Cr alloys. Therefore, a comparison of the capacities, 
say at 0.5 V, will not lead to a method of determining the chromium content of 
the alloys. 

Figure 4 represents the results of the measurements on platinum and on the 
75 atomic % Cr alloy a t  10 kc/sec. The preceding discussion of the r/oG,- U curve a t  
I kc/sec can be applied to the curves in Fig. 4. The fine structure of the Re- U curve 
on platinum changes strongly when chromium is present. R, in curve (c) has values 
which do not vary much with potential between 0.4 and 1.0 V. This suggests the 
presence of an ohmic resistance Rn in the passive layer. An average value of 0.5 Q-cm2 
can be estimated for this resistance as indicated in Fig. 4(c). The value of RQ increases 
with the chromium content. 
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SUMMARY 

Hydrogen adsorption and the formation and reduction of oxygen layers were 
investigated on four Pt-Cr alloys in N HeSol at 30' in the potential region between 
hydrogen and oxygen evolution. Periodic voltammetric current-potential curves 
measured at 3 mV/sec give evidence of two different oxidation states of the passive 
layer on the part of the surface with the electrochemical behavior of chromium. The 
presence of platinum atoms on the surface may be detected by their influence on the 
ohmic and capacitive component of the interfacial impedance between roo c/s and 
xo kc/s for the alloys with chromium contents above X I  atomic %. 
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SYMBOLS 

Relative activity of species i. 
Angstrom unit. 

Mobility ratio = . ( P J  
Gouy-layer capacitance. 
Helmholtz-layer capacitance. 
Measured value of capacitance. 
Semiconductor space-charge capacitance. 
Surface state capacitance. 
Distance of closest approach between a semiconductor surface and free 
charges in another phase. 
Diffusion constant for holes in eqn. (68). 
Elementary charge. 
Energy of edge of conduction band. 
Energy of Fermi level. 
Energy of intrinsic level in the bulk. 
Energy of intrinsic level at  the surface. 
Energy of discrete surface state. 
Energy of edge of valence band. 
Energy of an electron in vacuum just outside a surface. 
Occupancy factor for an energy level according to Fermi-Dirac statistics. 
Total degeneracy of a surface state in eqn. (22). 

Contributions to the inner p.d. between two phases due to effects of 
space-charge formation and oriented dipoles, respectively. 
Change in surface conductance. 
P.d. across d due to charge separation. 
Current density. 
Saturation current density. 
Boltzmann's constant. 
Light intensity. 

Debye length (= (-)+) 
Electron concentration; or as subscript, of electrons. 
Bulk electron concentration. 
Intrinsic electron concentration ( =pi). 
Hole concentration; or as subscript, of holes. 
Bulk hole concentration. 
Charge density. 
Surface recombination velocity. 
Temperature. 
c~?a*/kT. 
eq8*/kT. 
Electrode potential. 

- qb)lkT, e y W .  
Surface excess. 
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Change in some quantity. 
Value of a quantity in phase B minus the value in phase a. 
Relative dielectric constant. 
Overvoltage. 
pollti or nrlmo. 
Mobility of holes (electrons). 
Chemical potential of species i in phase a. 
Electrochemical potential of species i in phase a. 
Standard values of pta and pta . 
Minority carrier lifetime in eqn. (68). 
Inner potential of phase ar (electrochemical system). 
Inner potential in the bulk of a semiconductor. 
Inner potential just inside the surface of a metal. 
Inner potential just inside the surface of a semiconductor. 
Inner potential a t  the inner Helmholtz plane. 
Inner potential a t  the outer Helmholtz plane. 
Inner potential in the bulk of a solution. 

ea* 
~ 8 *  

( )  ln mysical system. 
rps - (kTle) In A . . . .  

2 Surface potential of phase a. 
Va Outer potential of phase ar. 

Yo Electrostatic potential in the bulk of a semiconductor. Physical 
W Electrostatic potential just inside the surface of a system 

semiconductor. 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Recent work on the properties of semiconductor electrodes has led to a consider- 
able amount of new information regarding the properties of the double-layer region 
which will be summarized in this review. The content has been deliberately limited to 
structural properties and a number of otherwise excellent papers dealing with semi- 
conductor-electrolyte interfaces have not been considered since they do not relate to 
this particular aspect of the problem. On the other hand some relevant, but previously 
unpublished, data are included. 

Semiconductors cover a wide range of non-metallic crystals ranging from the 
purely covalent, as in the lighter Group IV-A elements, to compounds of quite high 
ionicity exemplified by the oxides of Group I1 metals, and hence one anticipates that 
behavior not found with metallic electrodes will be observed and should contribute 
particularly to the understanding of the electrochemistry of non-metallic materials. 
Although a variety of semiconductor electrodes has been investigated it appears a t  
present that germanium constitutes the closest approach to an ideal experimental 
system in the same sense that mercury does in the case of metal electrodes. 

In the past, information on the double-layer structure and electrochemical 
behavior of non-metallic materials has usually been deduced from observations of 
electrokinetic phenomena and their variation with environment. At the present time, 
measurements of the distribution of charge and potential across the semiconductor- 
electrolyte interface are providing more detailed information for specific crystallo- 
graphic faces of single crystal electrodes. 
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I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In this section we will introduce the necessary nomenclature and discuss a few 
important questions of principle. The theory of semiconductor electrodes has been 
discussed a number of times recently'-6 and it would serve no useful purpose to add a 
further general discussion of the same material. For electrochemically-oriented 
readers unfamiliar with the semiconductor field,ref. I is recommended as the easiest 
to follow since it contains a minimum of symbolism while ref. 3 is recommended as 
being both comprehensive and relatively up-to-date. Ex~erimental aspects have also 
been reviewed7t8. In the following, a knowledge of the elementary properties of semi- 
conductors is assumed. However, since the distribution of potential is of particular 
importance to the material covered in this review, it will be treated in some detail. 
The important topic of electrode kinetics will not be touched upon except in passing; 
the present state of knowledge in this subject has been fully covered recently3.7. 

There are differences in the notation used in electrochemistry and physics to 
describe semiconductor surfaces and both are encountered in the literature of semi- 
conductor electrochemistry. Since this review is addressed to electrochemists, their 
notation will generally be used. However, the two systems will be compared since it 
is difficult to follow the literature without also being familiar with the physical nota- 
tion. 

(i) Isolated semiconlEaccto1 surface 
Figure I represents the surface of an n-type semiconductor to which a field is 

applied by means of a negatively-charged metal electrode close to the surface on 
which is induced an equal positive charge. Because of the typically low densities of 
electrons and holes and the moderate values of dielectric constant, semiconductors 
can support space-charge regions of considerable extent near their surfaces. The deep 
penetration of this space-charge (e.g., several thousand A in intrinsic germanium) 
permits quite a large, and variable, potential difference (p.d.) within the sernicon- 

DISTANCE INTO THE CRYSTAL 
C 

Fig. I .  Energy band diagram for a semiconductor surface; surface states are assumed to  bc absent. 

J. Eleclroanal. Chem., 10 (rg65) 1 ~ 2 4 4  
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ductor. This p.d. is commonly represented by a bending of the energy bands and 
written in electrochemical notation as the inner p.d. between points in the neutral 
bulk and just inside the surface, w-98 ,  where the inner potential of a phase u is 
defined in electrochemistry as the sum of the outer potential (v) due to free charge 
on the phase, and the surface potential ( X U )  due to dipoles a t  the surface of the phaseo. 

Y"=w"+x" (1) 

For further discussion of this equation, refs. 6 and 9 may be consulted. y cannot 
be determined except by calculation since it contains x which is not experimentally 
measurable. The difference qb-ya within a homogeneous phase, however, may be 
measured in several ways which will be discussed in a later section. Since y contains 
the unknown quantity X ,  neither q a  nor cps can be individually located on Fig. I. As 
drawn, the bands are said to be "bent up", which corresponds to a positive space- 
charge, and cpb-y., is a positive quantity. 

There are several physical methods of describing this same situation. The 
simplest considers the difference in electrostatic potential between points in the bulk 
and just inside the surface (symbolized by yo and ly,). In  this case, y is the electrostatic 
potential, arbitrarily taken as zero a t  the intrinsic level Ef,b in Fig. I, and is not the 
same as y~ in eqn. ( I ) .  

For the p.d. across the space-charge layer we have 

yo-yJ#'Fbpa-qJs PI 
But since yo is defined as zero 

-yJs=Q)b-p)s (3) 
i .e. ,  y8, the symbol often used in physics to denote the p.d. across the space-charge 
layer, is negative for a positive space-charge. The symbol Y is used to denote the same 
p.d. in units of kT/e 

The symbols q b  and q8 are frequently encountered in the physical literature 
but are defined differently from the identical electrochemical symbols and hence can 
become a source of confusion. In this case, the zero of electrostatic potential is taken 
as Et,b, the Fermi level in the bulk of the intrinsic semiconductor. This is very close to 
being the middle of the energy gap, differing from i t  by a generally small amount 
depending on the relative effective masses of holes and electrons. The symbol E, is 
preferred to Eptn, which is sometimes used, to emphasize that this energy level 
differs from a real Fermi level in that it does not remain horizontal across a diagram 
like Fig. I for a semiconductor in equilibrium, but follows the bending of the bands, 
remaining a t  the same (approximately mid-gap) position throughout. Since in the case 
of internal p.d.'s within the semiconductor. Ec is a function of position, it will be 
labelled Et,b and El,, for bulk and surface values. 

In order to distinguish them we will mark the physical symbols with an aster- 
isk, thus: p *  and qa*. This is simply for convenience and is not an accepted conven- 
tion. The definitions of these quantities are 

eqb* = Ep - El,b (5) 
eq8* = EP - Er,s (6) 

From eqn. (5) it can be seen that qb* is a measure of the position of the bulk 
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Fermi level and is zero for an intrinsic semiconductor while pls* is the sum of the posi- 
tion of the bulk Fermi level and the bending of the bands.The difference between the 
y- and p*-symbolism should be noted. The latter is generally more useful, since it 
often eliminates from consideration the effect on equilibrium properties of differences 
in bulk Fermi level in variously doped electrodes. 

It should be clear that 

v b * - 9 8 *  = - v 6  

=*-rps 
and also, by definition, we have 

and hence from eqns. (4) and (7) 
Ub-U6 = -Y (II) 

The quantities ~ps, tj76, Y and u6 have each been called the "surface potential" a t  
one time or another in the literature and are not to be confused with x in eqn. (1). 
In fact, ;g is used in semiconductor surface physics for the "electron affinity" (x= 
EVscnom-Ec). I t  is, therefore, obvious that considerable caution should be exercised in 
deciding exactly what a particular author intends by his symbols. 

p,* is related to the bulk electron concentration by 

but since at  equilibrium 

pone = ni2 
then 

(po/ng) is given the symbol A and is often a useful quantity in calculating properties 
of the space-charge layer. I t  may be determined from the specific conductivity and 
type of the sample. The relationship for germanium at  15' and 25' is shown in Fig. 2. 

X 
Fig. 2. I ,  as. resistivity for Ge at rgO and 25'. 
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Since 
kT 

pla* = - -- ln l 
e 

then from eqn. (7) 

and correspondingly from eqns. (4) and (10) 

u s = Y - l n l  

In Fig. I, the charges in the semiconductor space-charge region and on the 
metal plate are equal and opposite. In the non-degenerate case the charge in the 
space-charge layer is related to pb - p, by 

qlc = +enr~(~[exp(e(yb-pls)/k~-1]+1-~[exp(-e(tpb-p~)/kT)-1] 
+ (2-I-') [-e(qb-f?7s)lkT])* 

taking the appropriate sign of the root. 
(18) 

The p.d. (2) across the vacuum gap (d) separating the two electrodes is given 
by 

4nqsced &' = ------- 
E (19) 

where 

qle = - qm (20) 
When eqns. (18) and (19) are solved for qt,-(p, and 8', it is found for the case of intrin- 
sic germanium that if d 5 10-7 cm, then 

(W-Q)~) %fl (21) 
This indicates that practically all of the p.d. due to free charge on the semiconductor 
appears across its own space-charge region provided tpb- tp ,  is not large enough to 
cause degeneracy at  the surface. Specific examples are calculated by DEWALD~ and 
by  GREEN'^. 

(ii) Effect of surface slates 
Considerable complications are introduced by the presence of surface states. 

These may be defined as energy levels for holes or electrons, different from those 
present in the bulk and localized a t  the surface of the crystal. The fractional occupa- 
tion, f, of the levels is determined by their energy relative to the Fermi level at the 
surface, according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution law. Assuming a single donor 
energy level, Et,  

f = (I +gl exp{(Et - Ep)/kT))-l (22) 
where g is the degeneracy of the state through spin and other causesll. When the ener- 
gy of a state is more than a few kT from the Fermi level, it is for all practical purposes 
completely occupied or completely unoccupied as the case may be and is ineffective 
in-so-far as chhanges in the potential distribution are concerned. When the Fermi level 
moves close to or crosses the energy of the state because of a change in tpb - 9, charge 
of the appropriate sign is either trapped or released. The result is a relatively rapid 
change in the surface charge for a small change in ipb-tp*.  The importance of surface 
states in this instance is that when they carry a net charge this can cause a consider- 
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able p.d. due to charge separation across the Helmholtz region (more specifically 
defined in I (iii)). 

Since the total charge on the semiconductor is equal and opposite to the charge 
on the metal plate, 

qac + 468 = - q m  (23) 
It  is evident that the p.d. across the vacuum gap is now given by 

4 r c ( q r e  + qS8) ed a?= 
F 

(24) 

and that depending on q,,/q,,, the other terms being constant, &'may be relatively 
quite large with respect to p - p .  In particular when 

qse = 0 (25) 
i.e., no free charge on the electrode, and 

quf  0 (26) 

kc., some considerable charge in surface states, then q 8 - p  is equal to zero and all 
the p.d. due to charge separation across the interface occurs in the vacuum gap. 

When there is a change in the magnitude of this charge two cases may be 
considered. 

(a) Ec distand from Ep. As discussed above, due to charged surface states, 
&may be large compared with q b - c p s  but since a change in tp-q8 does not cause a 
perceptible change in occupancy of the states 

6qse  = - 69, (27) 
and 

d(plb--qk) %S-@' (28) 
i.e., the change in p.d. is almost entirely due to 6 ( p ~ - q 4 ,  a s  is true also in the absence 
of surface states. 

(b) El ctose to Ep. Once again X m a y  or may not be large compared with q a  - ~ I V  

but now 

6qsc + 6qsn = - 6 q m  (29) 

and if 
Idq#sl % 6qsc  (30) 

then it is also possible that a x i s  greater than or comparable with 6 ( v b - q 6 ) .  

(iii) Model of the interface 
The preliminary model will be based largely on our present knowledge of the 

structure of the interface at metal electrodes. In Fig. 3, the vertical lines represent 
the surface, i .e . ,  the outer layer of germanium atoms, the inner Helmholtz plane (ihp) 
and the outer Helmholtz plane (ohp). The ohp is assumed to be analogous to that a t  
metal electrodes and represents simply the distance of closest approach of the nuclei 
of free ions. Since this plane is only a few A from the surface, the potential distribution 
in a system in which all excess charge in the solution resides at the ohp will resemble 
that described above for the case of a metal electrode separated from the surface by a 
small vacuum gap. In the absence of changes in dipole layers, or considerable charging 
of surface states, polarization of the system will appear almost entirely across the 
semiconductor space-charge layer (assuming the ionic strength is sufficiently great 
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that the space-charge layer in the solution may be neglected), i.e., 

If sizable densities (Nc > - 1019 cm-3) of surface states are present near the Fermi 
level, eqn. (31) may no longer hold. 

The ihp also has a similar significance to that a t  metal electrodes and represents 
the plane containing nuclei of ions which are "specifically adsorbed" or in some other 

SURFACE iho O ~ D  

SOLUTION 
BULK 

Yb 9 s  9 1  9 2  

Fig. 3. Model of semiconductor-electrolyte interface. 

way strongly bound so as to be closer to the surface than the ions at the ohp. Justifica- 
tion for the inclusion of this plane except by analogy with metal electrodes, will be 
deferred until consideration of the experimental data. 

The usual difficulty of distinguishing between the averaged macro-potential, 
9, of a plane of ions and the periodic micro-potential actually experienced by charged 
particles, applies here just as a t  metal electrodes. However, in subsequent discussion 
it will be assumed, as usual, that the concept of macro-potential is a sufficiently good 
approximation. HART EN^ discusses this problem very clearly. 

( iv)  Reuersibk processes at semiconduclar electrodes 
Consider a semiconductor electrode a t  which a reversible process is occurring 

denoted by 
X*+ + e ~ 1 :  X(*-I)+ (32) 

The electrode potential is the sum of the inner p.d.'s across all the interfaces in the 
circuit, 
metal I semiconductor I solution 1 reference electrode 1 metal 

U =  Zdy (33) 

Considering now the effect of changing the Fermi level in the bulk of the semiconduc- 
tor, it is obvious that only the interfaces (metal1s.c.) and (s.c./solution) are affected. 

J. Elecfroanal. Chem., 10 (1965) 1 ~ 2 4 4  
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At (metal/s.c.), equilibrium exists between the bulk phases, i.e., 
pen = pes.c. (34) 

and since 

pt = pro+ KT In at + zceip (35) 
and 

pt = p ~ * + k T  In at (36) 
then 

whence, writing ipm -Q)s.c. as il'c'dm(p , 

S . C .  pcm KT Amp = const. + - - -In aflC.  
e e 

At (s.c./solution), considering again the equilibrium between the bulk phases, 
pxn+ + pcs-c .  = Px(n-1)  + (39) 

and therefore 

pgr+ + kT In ax*+ + pcO.s~C. + kT In aerc. - fxp8.0. 

Hence 

kT 
ax"+ - aeLC- 

sola. ASaC.ip = const. + - In 
e a x ( ~ - l )  + 

and considering the case where ax(n+) and ax(n-l) + remain constant 

Then from eqns. (38) and (42) 

By considering the whole cell it can easily be shown (e.g. ref. 2) that pP/e is cancelled 
out by an equal term arising in the similar metal contact between the reference elec- 
trode and the voltmeter. The final conclusion is that ~01n.dmp, is independent of a2ac., 
and since the other interfaces are not affected by the semiconductor properties, then 
the equilibrium electrode potential is also independent of aes.c., i.e., Fermi level. 
Equations (38) and (42) show that this is so because changes in aeBeC. produce equal 
and opposite changes in inner p.d. at  the metal-semiconductor and semiconductor- 
solution interfaces. I t  is the behavior of this latter p.d. under a variety of circum- 
stances which will be of most interest to us in this review. 

(v)  Effect of Fmmi h e l  on the iltncr p.d. 
Although the equilibrium electrode potential is independent of Fermi level, the 

inner p.d. does vary as indicated by eqn. (42). The relative activity of electrons in 
the bulk, a,s.c., can be taken as no/nr in view of the small concentrations involved 
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(the standard state is that of the intrinsic semiconductor at  25O), and since 

then 
In aes.c- = - In 2 

and from eqns. (42) and ( 4 ,  for a fixed composition of the solution, 

Dividing the inner p.d. into parts representing charge separation and dipolar 
layers we have 

soln. s.c. ~ l n . ~ ~ ~ ~ + s o l n .  8.c. d P)= g d  ipo k 

and obviously also 

Equation (47) is discussed more fully in ref. 9. A separation in this form is necessary 
since eqn. (I) is inappropriate for phases in contact due to the existence of image 
forces. I t  is emphasized that eqn. (47) is simply a convenient definition, not an opera- 
tion that we will attempt to carry out. For our purposes, eqn. (48) is of particular 
importance since changes in inner p.d. can be measured. 

Since only minute changes in chemical composition are required to shift the 
bulk Fermi level by significant amounts, we will assume that as a result of such a 
change 

so that from eqns. (48) and (49) 

The inner p.d. is distributed across three regions, the space-charge layers in the semi- 
conductor and the solution, and the region which lies between the planes of closest 
approach of free charge carriers in the two phases, i.e., 

w1n.Ar.c. P) = (w-9)s) + (~6-~)2) + (4)2-4)') (51) 
In the absence of charged surface states or other bound charge either on the 

surface or in the ihp, we have from the inequality (21) 

provided the ionic strength is sufficient that 

W-P). %w-gP (53) 
When charged surface states are present, but removed from the Fermi level, then by 
considering the inequality (28) it may be seen that 

soln s o  
6( 'gG) % 6(P)b-9,) (54) 

J. Ekctroanal. Chcm., 10 (1965) 199-244 
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again provided the ionic strength is sufficient that 

~(P-P) 9 4 ~ - P )  . 
Hence from eqns. (50) and (54) 

-y8) 

and from eqn. (46) 

For changes in bulk Fermi level only, we have from eqns. (56) and (57) 

which from eqns. (3) and (16) is also equivalent to 

6y8* x 0 (59) 

The conclusion is, that for a particular semiconductor under a given electro- 
chemical equilibrium the value of (yb- 9) + (kT/e) In 1 is approximately constant and 
independent of the bulk Fermi level even though surface states are present (but 
distant from the Fermi level). It is assumed that one specific crystal face is involved 
throughout,othenvise the dipole term may not beconstant andeqn. (49) isinvalidated. 

(vi) Effect of$olarization on the inner 9.d. 
For polarization of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface 

since the semiconductor-metal interface is not affected. Hence from eqn. (51) 

8U = 6(yb-va) + B(p-Q)i )  (61) 
I t  will be assumed once again that there are no surface states close to the Fermi 

level, and no other source of change in the density of bound charge. 
case (a) 

mln s c  
S( 'gdi&~e) = O (49) 

Hence from eqns. (48). (49), (54) and (60) 

6 U x  6 ( p - 9 )  (62) 

i.e., the polarization appears almost entirely across the space-charge layer. 
Case (b) 

soln s c  
6( gdi&le) # o 

Hence from eqns. (48), (54) and (60) 

soln s c  
6( gdi&le)=SU-G(yo-~s) (64) 

The terms on the right-hand-side of eqn. (64) are experimentally measurable. 

J. Ekctroaml. Chem., 10 (1965) 1g0-244 
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(vii) Distinction b&em fm and b o u d  charge 
It  will be convenient for some purposes further to divide sO1n.q:; (as defined 

in eqn. (47)) thus : 

ooln. s c win. s c aoln. 6.c. 
gion' = gi&,tne + gion,bound PSI 

where mln-g;",, ,,,, is that part of soln.As-c-~)  due to charge in the semiconductor 
space-charge layer and may generally be approximated, for not too dilute electrolytes, 
by cp,, - Q)~. The second term of the right-hand-side of eqn. (65) is that part of s0ln.As.c- Q) 
arising from bound charge associated with the semiconductor surface. This may be 
due to charged surface states or ionized surface groups. In these cases there may be 
charge separation between the semiconductor surface and the solution and it would 
seem illogical to include them in -1n.&~;,,,. Since thcse cases of charge separation can 
be distinguished from the effect of space-charge on the electrode, we believe the dis- 
tinction in eqn. (65) to  be warranted. 

As we have already discussed, the contribution by soln-g;;~,,,,, to 9 - r p  is 
negligible, and hence any changes in y8-p which are due to charge separation 
rather than dipole layers must be axribed to dso~n.gf;~,,o,,,. When the distinction is 
made it becomes necessary to modify any equaticns that we have previously derived 

=In. r-c- ) for 6801n.g~&,,. Weavoided thisproblem by substituting ( S ~ ~ l n . g ; ~ , ~ , , , , ~ ~  + S gdiWle 
earlier by requiring that there should be no change in the density of bound charges. 

The separation in eqn. (65) should be useful since, in principle, the distinction 
can be made although it has not yet been done experimentally. What is needed is a 
means of measuring the space-charge p.d. in the solution a t  qb-q*=o. Approxi- 
mations to this quantity may be arrived at from electrokinetic phenomena such as 
streaming potential or electro-osmosis. A few such measurements have been made. 

S P A R N A A Y ~ ~  measured electro-osmosis through germanium powder and con- 
cluded that a positive space-charge existed in the aqueous solution due to ionization 
of an acidic group attached to the surface. This conclusion is in accord with measure- 
mentsof potentialdistributionatgermanium electrodes as a function of hydrogen-ion 
concentrationl3-15. 

ERIKSEN AND C A I N E S ~ ~  measured streaming potential for germanium powder 
in contact with water, acetone, methanol and nitrobenzene. Surprisingly, in all cases 
a negative spacecharge was found in the liquid. 

What is particularly needed is some method of determining the space-charge 
p.d. in solutions adjacent to single crystal surfaces. Failing this, the measurement of 
zeta-potential would be a useful first step. There is no fundamental reason why this 
could not be done although experimentally it may be very difficult. Successful 
experiments along these lines would help to resolve a number of current problems, 
particularly on germanium electrodes where related measurements are somewhat 
more advanced than on other semiconductors. 

(viii) Faradaic processes 
Polarized semiconductor electrodes behave in a variety of ways. Zinc oxide may 

be subjected to considerable anodic and cathodic polarization in neutral solution 
with negligible current flow (c.d. < 10-9 A cm-2). This property permits the study of 
the interface at (or close to) thermodynamic equilibrium. If larger crystals of better 
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controlled impurity content were available, zinc oxide would probably be the most 
important semiconductor electrode because it approximates to ideally polarizable 
behavior in appropriate solutions. 

The germanium-electrolyte interface passes current fairly readily in either 
direction (anodic dissolution, cathodic hydrogen evolution) but may be polarized 
about 300 mV at an anodic current density of - I O - ~  A cm-Y The cathodic polariza- 
tion is of similar magnitude, but of less interest since in this region surface states 
appear and changes in lifetime of the bulk material occur (due to diffusion of hy- 
drogen atoms) which complicate measurements~~49. Anodic dissolution, on the other 
hand, has the useful effect of renewing the surface, since the usual product a t  moderate 
current densities (GeOe or germanate ion) is moderately soluble in aqueous solutions 
and hence does not accumulate. Galvanostatic rather than potentiostatic techniques 
are frequently used since passivation does not occur a t  low c.d. in aqueous solutions. 

Silicon is subject to the formation of thick oxide films which passivate the sur- 
face, although this can be avoided to some extent with electrolytes containing fluoride 
ion". The presence of the oxide film is a disadvantage to impedance measurements 
but makes surface conductance measurements somewhat easier than on germanium. 

The polarization behavior of gallium arsenide has been described18 but although 
this material looks quite promising, attempts to measure details of the potential 
distribution do not seem to have been made. 

( i x )  The Helmholtz region 
The eventual aim is to understand the details of the distribution of charge 

and potential across the interface a t  all frequencies and the relation of this to the 
electrode kinetics. The problems are somewhat complex and at the present stage it 
seems more reasonable to try to understand the simpler features of the structure of 
the Helmholtz layer and to determine the principal factors, both chemical and physic- 
al, involved in its behavior. 

One important source of information is the variation of q8-tp. Hence the 
measurement of changes in the space-charge p.d. is of primary importance since a 
difference between change in electrode potential and change in space-charge p.d. must 
signify that a significant change in q,-cpd has occurred as given by eqn. (61). In 
actual fact it is possible to determine tpb-tp, absolutely since it occurs entirely within 
a homogeneous phase, but only changes in 9,-tp can be determined. The point a t  
which qb-q8=o represents the point of zero net charge in the spacecharge layer of 
the semiconductor and is thus somewhat analogous to the electrocapillary maximum 
on mercury (i.e., soln+G;",'",' ,,,, = o a t  q~-q ,=o ,  but it is not necessarily true that 
so1n.pc. ,on, bound= o under the same conditions). 

Variations in U at constant q~b - tp, (not necessarily p- tp, = o, however) are 
the primary source of information on interfacial structure, corresponding to the 
shift in the electrocapillary maximum of mercury. Since current density is also a 
variable (except for ZnO) it may be desirable in some cases to determine d(q8- 98) a t  
constant i or even at constant U. The inter-relationship of these quantities is shown 
in Fig. 4 where hypothetical curves of qob- p versws U for two different conditions of 
a semiconductor electrode (e.g., change in concentration of somecritical ion in solution) 
are plotted. As discussed in III(iii), the shape of such curves may be timedependent. 

Equation (61) may be applied to the situation in Fig. 4. 

J. Elrrctroanal. Chem., 10 (1965) 199-244 
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dU=S(p?b-v8) + 6 ( ~ 8 - ~ )  (61) 

6 ( v 8 - p )  a t  constant tp,-q8 is the horizontal separation SU a t  any point, while 
6(q8 - p) a t  constant U is the vertical separation between the curves. In the general 
case shown in the figure, these quantities are not constant but vary with the position 
a t  which they are measured. This results from various phenomena occurring a t  
different levels of polarization. The final quantity, 6 ( q , - p )  a t  constant i may be 
derived by substituting the appropriate values in eqn. (61). Hypothetical points of 
equal current density are shown on the curves in Fig. 4. Use of eqn. (61) is equivalent 

to drawing a line of unit slope through one of the points and measuring the horizontal 
or vertical distance of the other point from that line. Starting from some particular 
condition of the electrode, such lines of unit slope may often be obtained experimen- 
tally for rapidly applied polarization as discussed in 111. 

At high frequencies the charge storage phenomena a t  the interface are domi- 
nated by the properties of the semiconductor spacecharge layer as discussed below. 
Although this is fortunate in one sense since it permits determination of q b - p ,  the 
charging processes per se are of physical rather than electrochemical interest. 

At lower frequencies, one can in principle see effects of changes in structure of, 
or charge distribution in, the Helmholtz region but the observations to date indicate 
a situation of considerable complexity (c.g. ref. 19) and until the simpler features of 
the interface including electrode kinetics are more clearly understood little progress 
can be expected in this direction. 

11. METHODS 

There are three principal methods for determining the semiconductor space- 
charge p.d., namely measurements of surface conductance, photovoltage and capacit- 
ance. Of these the last is by far the most important in electrochemical experiments 
although the first two have found some limited use. 

( i )  Surface condwtizme 
When vb-p?r is equal to zero the densities of carriers are uniform from the 

bulk right up to the surface. At other values of vb- tp~ this is not the case because of 
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the Boltzmann factor and in general the conductance of the space-charge region 
parallel with the surface is different from the value for the same volume of bulk 
material. By using very thin samples the surface conductance can be made an 
appreciable fraction of the whole and changes in the total conductance of the sample 
may be observed when tpb- (ps is varied, either by external polarization or by changes 
in composition of the environment. 

The additional surface conductance is given by 

AG = e p J ,  +eppI',, (66) 
assuming that bulk mobilities apply in the space-charge region. Evaluation of the 
surface excess of holes and electrons as a function of p- tp* shows that AG becomes 
large and positive as I P ) ~  - 3161 becomes large and has a minimum value when cpb - P), is 
equal to - kTje In ( l . 2 1 6 ) .  An example is shown in Fig. 5. Measurements of AG con- 

Fig. 5. Calc. conductance change (p mholsqoare) us. p.d.acrtss the space-charge region for 41.7 R 
cm 9-type Ge. 

stitute a means of determining  pa-^)^, and have been extensively used for semi- 
conductor-gas and semiconductor-vacuum interfaces20. 

One limitation is that quantitative use of the method generally requires that 
the minimum value be experimentally obsenrable since the bulk conductance of the 
electrode cannot be calculated with sufficient precision. The usefulness of this method 
in an electrolyte also depends greatly on the polarizability of the interface. If current 
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flows between the electrode and the solution, any conductance measurement will 
contain a contribution from "1eakage"current through the electrolyte. 

In the limiting case of an ideally polarizable electrode there is no problem in 
making either a.c. or d.c. conductance meamrements, with the exception that if, due 
to the presence of surface states or some other cause, the charge distributes in such a 
way as to  produce changes in potential across the Helmholtz region, capacitative 
coupling effects may influence the a.c. measurements. 

Of the system reported in the literature, zinc oxide21, and silicon under cir- 
cumstances where a thick stable oxide layer is formed2e, somewhat approach the 
ideal behavior. I t  has been shown that in some non-aqueous solutions, germanium 
also behaves in a relatively simple manner23. 

Germanium in aqueous solutions shows intermediate behavior. At small 
polarization, the differential resistance of the interface is relatively high in neutral 
non-oxidizing solutions and in this region measurements agree fairly well with theory24. 
At higher anodic polarization, the interfacial resistance decreases and the conductance 
through the solution increases. At very high anodic polarization, the additional 
conductance could, in principle, become limited by the conductivity of the solution, 
but this is not too helpful in solutions commonly used (> M/Io) since a t  this point the 
conductance due to the germanium is a negligible fraction of the total. 

A further problem arises when polarization of the interface results in consider- 
able faradaic current flow. In traversing the thin sample an ohmic drop is generated 
and the surface is no longer equipotential. Since the electrode potential varies over 
the surface, so in general will q b  -p. This variation must be kept small or the simple 
theory can no longer be applied. Also if the configuration of the experiment is such 
that all of the polarizing current flows towards one end of the sample, the change in 
the ohmic drop along the sample when the polarizing current is changed may obscure 
the effect of the conductance change. This can be overcome by means of a suitably 
balanced arrangement24, 

Conductance measurements have been reported for silicon by HARTEN. I t  
was shown that changes in electrode potential and in p-q8 were equal over a range 
of -0.6 V when the electrode potential was varied by using solutions containing 
various concentrations of ceric ammonium sulfatezs. Similar agreement with theory 
was found over a smaller range for external polarization". 

BRATTA~N AND BODDY* report measurements on germanium using an elec- 
trode in which all arms of a bridge arrangement were cut in a continuous loop from a 
single crystal. This device has the advantage of being automatically temperature- 
compensated but is somewhat complicated to make and offers no other real advan- 
tages. The conductance was measured at 17 c/sec and showed evidence of considerable 
contribution from leakage through the electrolyte and hence did not agree well with 
the simple theory. The observed conductance was however reproducibly related to 
q h - q s  on surfaces contaminated by contact with solutions of cupric, argentic, and 
aurichloride ions28. 

The a.c. measurement was criticized by KROTOVA AND PLESKOV~~ as being 
invalidated by low frequency capacitance effects. However, the d.c. and ax .  measure- 
ments have been compared and turn out to be practically identical". A minimum con- 
ductance was observed a t  the same electrode potential in each case. HARTEN AND 

M E M M I N G ~ ~  have used a method whereby the polarization was automatically :wept 
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over the desired range in about 20 sec and the conductance continuously observed on 
an oscilloscope. These authors also observed minimum values, in contrast to KROTOVA 
AND PLESKOV who claim that no minimum is observed in aqueous solutions. 

The particular advantage of the conductance measurement is that it is not 
influenced by the presence of surface states as are the two methods described below. 

(ii) Photovoltage 
When the surface of a semiconductor is illuminated with light of energy 

great& than the band gap, hole-electron pairs are created and a change in qb-q8 
occurs which may be observed as an instantaneous change in the electrode potential. 
The physical theory is discussed by GARRETT AND BRATTAIN~~, while more specific 
applications to electrochemical experiments are discussed by D E W A L D ~ ~  and by 
LAZORENKO-~~ANEVICH~~. The change in qb - pl, on illumination is always in the direc- 
tion of flat band (i .e. ,  p,-v.=o) hence the photovoltage itself is positive when the 
bands are bent down, negative when the bands are bent up and zero at flat band. In 
addition, there is the Dember potential (analogous to a liquid-junction potential) 
caused by the fact that electrons diffuse from the illuminated region more rapidly 
than holes. If the rate of injection of carriers is constant, the Dember potential is also 
constant, and is independent of q~-q , .  The observed photovoltage is the algebraic 
sum of these quantities. 

There are four limitations to the determination of qb- q8 from this measurement. 
I. It  is generally necessary to know the surface recombination velocity over the 

experimental range unless this is either small or constant. 
2. The absolute value of the number of added carriers produced by the illumina- 

tion must be known or eliminated from the equations in some way. 
3. The theory applies only to the "instantaneous" photovoltage, i . e . ,  the effect 

observed before any charge transfer occurs across the interface due to the change in 
potential distribution induced by illumination. 

4. The presence of surface states modifies the theory, primarily by shifting the 
potential scale but also with small changes in the form of the relationship between 
- q8 and photovoltage. 

From ref. 30 the change in pa -9 in the absence of surface states due to a light 
intensity, L, is given by 

where i8 is the minority carrier saturation current given for n-type by 

and the Dember potential is 

~ F D  kT b-I ---=- - - . .  1 2  
dL k e  b I + (Az/b) [(b + ~){L/ie) + I] ' 

The above equations have been applied to the case of germanium in neutral 
aqueous solution33 where s is known to be sufficiently smalln.34 that it may be 
neglected, and fast surface states are absent. In the limiting small signal case, as 
L+o the equations become 
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and 

where B = (p* -Po) nt-1 for n-type, p* being the hole concentration just inside the 
spacecharge region under illumination. The form of the algebraic sum of eqns. (70) 
and (71) in a particular case is shown in Fig. 6. When s is neither negligible nor 
constant the complete equations must be used. 

Fig. 6. Calc. relative photovoltage vs. p.d. across the space-charge region for (A), 16.5 R cm %-type; 
(B). 30 R cm p-type Ge. The discontinuity is a change of sign and the left-hand branch is negative 
in each case. 

To determine p-q8  it is necessary to  know the value of d or to have some 
means of eliminating it. This may be done by determining the limiting values of the 
photovoltage for large Ip-91. Actually only one value need be determined since 

In practice the asymptotic values are closely approached for quite moderate values of 
p- p18 as shown in Fig. 6. 

The agreement between ga - determined from these measurements and those 
of interfacial capacitance, provided confirmation of the absence of significant densities 
of fast states at the interface between germanium and neutral electrolytess3. 
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The point of zero photovoltage can be determined with much less difficulty 
since it is not affected by changes in magnitude of surface recombination velocity. 
PLESKOV AND T Y A G A I ~ ~  have used this measurement on variously doped samples, in 
conjunction with determination of the potential of the maximum of surface recombina- 
tion velocity, to investigate the potential distribution across the interface. 

The third requirement noted above necessitates that the light pulse should 
have a fast rise-time. The actual rise-time necessary in any such experiment is deter- 
mined by the rate of the "slow" equilibration that takes place after the surface 
becomes illuminated, which is itself dependent on the polarization. About 35 psec 
was found adequate in ref. 33 although faster pulses have been used35. 

The final requirement of absence of surface states is the most severe limitation 
on the usefulness of the method, because such states are frequently present. Since the 
photovoltage can be calculated for any particular distribution of surface states it 
would seem that its widest use would be in the confirmation of data provided by 
capacitance measurements. 

(iii) Interfacial caj5aeitance 
The charge in the semiconductor space-charge layer is given by eqn. (18). 

Differentiation with respect to p-q8 yields the capacitance of this region 

Evaluation of this function shows a minimum value, the magnitude and posi- 
tion of which, for a given semiconductor are dependent on doping. The minimum 
value for intrinsic germanium is -2.04 x 10-8 F cm-2, while for semiconductors 
with larger band gaps, e.g. silicon, it is still smaller. The theoretical space-charge 
capacitance for a particular germanium sample is shown in Fig. 7. 

The capacitance of the region between the electrode surface and the ohp may 

m-P ('4 
Fig. 7. Calc. capacitance us. p.d. across the space-charge region for 16.5 0 cm n-type Ge. 

J.  Electrcumal. Chem.. 10 (1965) 199-244 
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be assumed to be of similar magnitude to that a t  smooth, clean, metal electrodes 
( 7 2 0  -10-6 F cm-2) since the dimensions and dielectric constant should be essentially 
similar (although films may be a problem in some cases). This assumption is supported 
by a measured value of -23 WIO-6 F cm-2 for the (100) face of germaniumaa. 

Beyond the ohp, the capacitance will be determined in the usual way by the 
properties of the electrolyte, and can be made larger than the Helmholtz capacitance 
by working at sufficiently high electrolyte concentrations. Since 

then for a charge applied to the interface, neglecting faradaic effects and surface 
states 

and since for a moderately doped semiconductor at potentials not too far from the 
space-charge capacitance minimum 

C~e~mhoitz &Cs.c. (76) 
and 

Cco, %Cs.c. (77) 
at moderate electrolyte concentrations, then 

Cmers. x C8.c. 
which also follows from eqn. (56). 

When surface states are present and provided that sufficient time is allowed 
that some of the charge on the semiconductor will be trapped in the states, then 

8q = 6qs.c. + 8qs.s. 
and 

&7 = &s.c. + G9s.s.  

mln'~s.c.gl so ln .~s .c -c  
or using eqn. (56) which will apply for densities of states sufficiently small that 
inequality (55) still holds, then, 

which is equivalent to 

Cmcss. x Cs.c. + Cans. 
provided that eqns. (76) and (77) hold and also that 

C8.s. eC~eImholtz 
and 

Cs.8, g C~ouy . 
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These equations and eqn. (62) show that if impedance measurements are made 
at a sufficiently high frequency such that no charge is transferred to the surface states. 
and in the absence of faradaic processes, then the observed capacitance should approx- 
imate to that of the semiconductor space-charge region. At lower frequencies, where 
charge trapped in the states changes during the measuring time, the observed capaci- 
tance is the sum of that due to the space-charge and the surface states, subject of 
course to the various restrictions given above. 

In general, impedance measurements give information on the distribution of 
charge across the interface, and through frequency effects, changes in the distribution 
with time. Semiconductor surfaces are generally sufficiently complicated that a full 
analysis over a wide range of frequencies, which would include effects of surface state 
charging, carrier recombination-generation in the space-charge and surface regions, 
faradaic processes and changes in adsorbed species, has not been made. In the case of 
zinc oxide where fast surface states and faradaic processes occur only to a negligible 
extent, good agreement has been found between theory and experiment over a wide 
range of frequencies, provided allowance is made for the presence of partially ionized 
donorszl. Germanium is more complex since anodic dissolution (or cathodic hydrogen 
evolution) imposes a limit on the lowest useful frequency. In addition, the anodic 
dissolution reaction87 involves a step which can be considered as the delayed charging 
of surface states36, while germanium cathodes show behavior both in the bulk and 
a t  the surface which can be ascribed to additional energy levels introduced by the 
presence of hydrogen atoms". 

At present, the most interesting aspect of impedance measurements lies in the 
higher frequency region where many of the complications are avoided and the effect 
of the space-charge capacitance is predominant. The simple space-charge capacitance 
has been observed both for zinc oxide21 and germaniumn. The value of this measure- 
ment is that pa-qs may be readily determined from it. A.c. methods have been com- 
monly used and almost certainly will ultimately provide the most detailed and accu- 
rate information. D.c. pulse methods however offer some advantages and can be taken 
up to quite high effective frequencies where a.c. methods are somewhat less suitable. 

(a) a.c. Methods. Various bridges have been described, [e.g., refs. 39,13, xg] and 
are generally of conventional design. Except in the case of zinc oxide, the behavior 
with change in measuring frequency is quite complicated including, for instance, 
regions of apparent negative capacitancelg. 

(b) d.c. Pulse m t h d .  This method has been successfully employed on germani- 
um in a number of investigations27.29."O and also on silicon with somewhat less 
success41. The electrode potential is observed as a function of time in response to a 
(usually) square current pulse as shown in Fig. 8. If the observations can be made in 
a sufficiently short time such that only charging of the space-charge region occurs, 
then 

and the capacitance is determined from the reciprocal of the slope of the charging 
curve (BC in Fig. 8). When this method is used for very short times (-I psec) practical 
problems may be encountered due to oscillations in the measuring circuit which may 
make it difficult to measure the slope. In this case it becomes more favorable to allow 

1. Ekdroanol. Chem.. xo (rg65) xgg-244 
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the current to flow for a known length of time, 66, and measure the voltage response, 
dU, then 

The quantities 8U1 and 8U2 in Fig. 8 are actually identical, but 6U2 is much easier to 
measure since it is the vertical separation between the horizontal base-line AA' and 
the (on a I-psec scale) almost horizontal line DE, which is the decay of overvoltage 
on open circuit. Oscillations a t  B and rounding of the pulse a t  C make SUI much 

A' A 
TIME - 

Fig. 8. Response of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface to a rectangular current pulw. 

harder to measure. When oscillations occur a t  B they generally also occur a t  D of 
course, but DE can be extrapolated more easily than can the relatively short and 
sharply-sloping line, BC. The potential jumps shown as AB and CD are also equal to 
one another and represent, principally, ohmic drop in the system as the pulse turns on 
and then off. 

Analysis of the data is considerably simplified if the pulse width is short 
compared with the time constant for decay of the overvoltage (as is the case in the 
figure). This is easily achieved on germanium where the time constant is many milli- 
seconds at small polarization and reduces to a few tens of microseconds at  an anodic 
polarization of N I mA cm-2. 

The decay of overvoltage is reasonably close to being exponential on all three 
low-index planes except at  the very lowest currents when roughly 10% of the total 
signal may have a somewhat faster decay. This situation is not much changed between 
temperatures of o0 and 80°, although a t  higher temperature the over-all decay a t  low 
polarization is faster. The magnitude of the decay-time constant is approximately 
equal to the product of the capacitance of the space-charge region and the "differ- 
ential resistance", dqldi, obtained from the current voltage characteristic*. 

An estimate of the Helmholtz capacitance on germanium electrodes has been 
made by a double pulse techniques=. Large-signal charging experiments have also 
been reported29. 

(c) Equivatmt circuit. Numerous proposals for the equivalent circuit of the 
interface have been madelsJ9~Ql~",42,43 which approximate the behavior in the moder- 
ately high frequency (-I Mc) region. Figure 9 (a-d) shows the synthesis of increas- 
ingly more realistic representations, although the real situation must be much more 
complex than g(d). I t  is customary to work at  sufficiently high frequency that g(a) 
applies, although there are conditions, e.g. high anodic polarization of germanium 
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Fig. 9. Equivalent circuits. (a), At high frequency (no loss of charge by faradaic processes) and 
in the abwnce of fast surface states. Normally CESCSC and hence CH may be neglected. (b), 
Similar to (a) but with the addition of faradaic current flow. This introduces a time constant 
(t = R,(Csc-1 + CH-I)-)) into the system and hence limits the frequency range over which 
useful measurements can be made. (c), The inclusion of series resistance in the bulk of the sample 
and in the space-charge layer was found to he adequate to  describe small signal d.c. charging 
experiments on Ge in neutral solns.27. (d), Surface states add a parallel capacitance. The product 
Rss - Css describes the equilibration time of the states with the space-charge layer. 

electrodes, where Rp becomes very small and the time constant, RP . (Csc-l+C~-l)-l, 
becomes of the order of microseconds. Some pulse data have been corrected for this 
effectm. 

111. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Since eqns. (58) and (62) are of primary importance in establishing the physical 
validity of the measurements, their experimental justification will be dealt with 
first. 

ti) 2:(plb-y8) (62) 
Confirmation of this equation comes directly from capacitance measurements, 

since only if it holds will the experimentally-measured value be equal to that calcu- 
lated for the space-charge layer. Early a.c. measurements39 on germanium in acid and 
alkaline solutions showed that the capacitance minimum did not agree with the theo- 
retical value, although it approached it a t  the highest frequency (106 c/sec). Sub- 
sequently, measurements were reported on zinc oxide in neutral solutionzl, which 
indicated that the observed capacitance was, within experimental error, entirely that 
due to the semiconductor space-charge layer. The analysis was a little complex 
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since partially-ionized donors had to be considered. Also no minimum value was 
observed since $-type inversion layers are not produced on zinc oxide, which occurs 
only as an n-type semiconductor. However good agreement between experiment and 
theory was obtained for several differently doped crystals which could only be so if 
eqn. (62) were correct. 

Differential capacitance measurements on germanium in neutral solution by 
the d.c. pulse method27 also confirm eqn. (62). In this case, as shown in Fig. 10, a 
minimum value was observed which simplified the analysis. This value, which is a 
unique reference point, agreed with theory assuming that the surface roughness 
factor (real arealapparent area) had the value 1.3, this being consistent with the value 

0.41 I I I , I I 
-02 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 

ELECTRODE POTENTIAL vr 1N CALOMEL (V) 

Fig, 10. Measured capacitance for Ge electrode in neutral KsSOr solution (42.2 R cm, n-type, 
(roo) orientation)*?. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison between change in electrode potential and change in spacecharge p.d. (de- 
duced from capacitance data). Rapid polarization superimposed on various steady currents. 
Ge 22 SZ cm, %-type (loo) orientation in neutral K ~ S O I  soln.87. 
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experimentally determined for germanium surfaces etched in a similar way". In 
addition, these data could be used to determine rp,-vd, assuming that the observed 
capacitance was solely that of the space-charge region over the whole range of polar- 
ization. It  was found, starting from any electrode potential in this range, that if a 
small range of polarization (- f 50 mV) was rapidly swept through, then 6U was 
equal to d(q7b-cps) deduced from the capacitance (Fig. 11). This simple result indicates 
quite strongly that the assumption that eqn. (62) holds in the small signal case is 
valid, particularly since the experiment was carried out on various electrodes, both 
n- and $-type, with similar conclusions. No fixed distribution of surface states near 
the middle of the gap of sufficient density to contribute significantly to the measured 
capacitance could lead to such a result. Thus, eqn. (62) applies both to differential 
(< 10 mV) and large signal (-50 mV) cases. At longer times after the application of 
polarization, relaxation occurred and changes in rp8-cpb were inferred from eqn. (61). 

Figure 12 shows capacitance data for more highly doped electrodes obtained 
by M E M M I N G ~ ~  using an a.c. method at high frequency (-50 kc). The agreement with 
theory over part of the range indicates that eqn. (62) is obeyed. The departure from 
agreement is thought to be due primarily to depletion of minority carriers by electro- 
chemical reactions. 

Fig. 12. Capacitance data for Ge electrodes: 0, 0.1 0 cm p-type; 0, o. I fl cm n-typed&. Theoretical 
curves (- - -), p-type; (- ). %-type. 

HOFFMAN-PEREZ AND GERISCHER~~ reported minimum values of somewhat 
greater magnitude over the whole pH-range and concluded that surface states were 
present. However, the effect of quite small traces (< 10-7 M) of particular impurity 
ions in the solution has been found to exert a marked influence on interfacial capaci- 
tance measurements28.46. 
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Measurements of differential capacitance on silicon electrodes by both a.c.4' 
and d.c.41 methods show minima considerably larger than those predicted by theory, 
presumably due to surface states and hence eqn. (62) cannot be checked. HARTEN has 
demonstrated by another method25 that eqn. (62) holds for silicon. The electrode 
potential was varied by taking different concentrations of ceric ammonium sulfate 
in I N sulfuric acid and the change in conductance of the electrode (thin slice) was 
measured. There was excellent agreement between the measured and theoretical 
values of conductance change assuming eqn. (62) to hold. In this context, the great 
sensitivity of capacitance measurements in detecting surface states is to be noted. 
For instance, the space-charge capacitance minimum for 440 n-cm w-type silicon is 
-2 . 10-9 F cm-2 while 1010 cm-2 surface states (a relatively small density) have a 
maximum capacitance of -1.5 x 10-8 F cm-2 and hence can, if occurring a t  an 
appropriate energy near the space-charge minimum, completely dominate the observ- 
ed capacitance. This same density of surface states on changing its charge by one 
unit per state produces a change in surface charge of - 1.6 x 10-9 C .  This charge acting 
across the Helmholtz layer, assuming a capacitance of 20 pF cm-2, produces a change 
in qa-p (and hence also in the electrode potential) of less than 0.1 mV and is exper- 
imentally undetectable. 

This equation was derived for a semiconductor in electrochemical equilibrium 
but few simple cases exist (e.g., redox couples in neutral solution on zinc oxides') and 
have been insufficiently investigated. 

The equation can be modified for a non-equilibrium electrode like germanium 
by including the electrode potential as a variable thus: 

If various differently-doped electrodes are compared a t  the same value of U ,  then 
9 6  - q8+ (kT/e) In 1 should remain constant throughout. Experimentally, as shown in 
Figs. 13(a) and (b), it is found that the equation applies to rapidly polarized germanium 
anodes up to the point where time effects (q.v.) on the potential distribution occur27,33. 
It will be shown in the next section that the constant in eqn. (87) is dependent on the 
current density but that it does not change instantaneously on changing the current 
density. This conclusion already arises from the data shown in Fig. 11. 

The essential requirement for eqn. (87) to hold, is that ~ * - v  should be in- 
dependent of the Fermi level. I t  follows from this that a t  constant U, the sum of 
pa- g?s and scdftqp must be constant since no other regions are affected by change in 
semiconductor Fermi level. Consequently ?b-tps must vary in such a way as to 
compensate exactly for the electron activity term, (kTle) In A, a t  the metal-semi- 
conductor interface. 

The data in Fig, 13 then indicate two things. First that 98 -tp is in fact con- 
stant (in principle it varies minutely because the contribution to 98-tp0f ~oln-gs.c. 

ion,lree 
varies with ga- tp*, but this is negligible). Further, the fact that the data fit the theor- 
etical model over a range of doping provides further evidence that the values of 
q b -  Q ) ~  determined from capacitance must be correct. 
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-0.- -0.400 -0.500 -0600 -0.700 -0.800 

ELECTRODE POTENTlAL vs I N  CALOMEL (V) 
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ELECTRODE POTENTIAL vs 1N CALOMEL (V) 

Fig. 13. (a) Variation of inner p.d. for various Ge electrodes of (loo) orientation. (b) Same data, 
but considering the p.d. between the Fermi level and the intrinsic level at  the surface. Rapid 
polarization in neutral KeSOa soln.27. 

Sections I11 (i) and (ii) clearly indicate that the simple physical model of the 
interface is adequate both for zinc oxide and germanium. The capacitance may be 
used to deduce TO-q8 and hence the behavior of p - c p b  may be investigated using 
eqn. (61). 

(iii) Time effccts in polarization behavior 
Capacitance measurements on zinc oxide can be fitted to theory over a wide 

range of polarization on the assumption that G(p- p) is zero21 at all times, provided 
that the electrode was initially allowed to equilibrate with the solution for several 
hours. 

On germanium, the situation is complicated by time effects. If polarization 
over a particular range is carried out rapidly, it can also be shown that S ( p - p )  is 
zero, i.e., 6 U x  G(qa-p)n which is demonstrated for limited ranges of polarization in 
Figs. 11 and 13. By using a technique in which the polarizing current is swept over a 
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Fig. 15. Comparison between measured and theoretical conductance change for intrinsic Ge. The 
potential scales have been arbitrarily matched to fit the curves'. 
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desired range, combined with rapid photographic determination of the capacitance 
as a function of electrode potential, this has been shown by the data in Fig. 14 to  hold 
over a wider range of polarizationa0. A similar result using conductance measure- 
mentsl4 is shown in Fig. 15. This is the simple behavior predicted by eqn. (62). 

If a longer time is allowed to elapse between the application of polarization 
and measurement of the capacitance (or any other method for determining qb- qr) it 
is concluded from eqn. (61) that q s - g ~  has changed. The ultimate magnitude of 
d(q*-q) increases with current density and comprises, very approximately, 50% 
of dU27.40.51. Some data are shown in Fig. 16 from which it isclear that 6U #d(qb-9). 

ELECTRODE POTENTIAL IN V vs 
SATURATED CALOMEL 

Fig. 16. Effect of relaxation on potential distribution. 30 R cm p-type: 0. photovoltage; L. 
capacity. 16.5 cm n-type: 0, photovoltage; A ,  capacity. 

Also apparent from this figure, is the fact that eqn. (58) still holds when the polariza- 
tion is allowed to relax to a steady state, k.e., the data are independent of Fermi 
level and that capacitance and photo-voltage measurements are in good agree- 
ment. This relaxation phenomenon was tentatively suggested to be due to the de- 
sorption of oriented water moleculesl5~3~. An alternative explanation has recently 
been suggested36 which involves the mechanism for anodic dissolution of germanium 
proposed by BECK AND GERISCHER~~. The rate-determining step in this mechanism 
is the breaking of a bond between neighboring germanium atoms in the surface and 
sub-surface planes after a hole has become trapped there resulting in a one-electron 
bond (Ge+Ge). The equilibrium determining the concentration of the positively 
charged species (Ge+Ge) is of first order in the surface concentration of holes and 
hence [Ge+Ge] increases with anodic polarization. The species (Ge+Ge) can be con- 
sidered as a surface state, the density of which increases exponentially with energy 
since its concentration is proportional to the surface hole concentration which in turn 
depends exponentially on rpb - q8. 

Since the rate-determining step is dependent bn [Ge+Ge], then the concen- 
tration of this species must, in the steady state, attain a value appropriate to the 
current density, thus 

where [Ge+Gelo is the concentration on open circuit. The additional surface charge 

J. Elecfroanal. Chem., 10 (1965) 199-244 
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es[Ge+Ge] produces a field at the surface and hence produces changes in p.d. between 
the surface and the bulk of the solution. As will be pointed out in III(v), TI-v is 
maintained constant by a? electrochemical equilibrium between hydrogen ions at the 
ihp and in the bulk of the solution. However cps--cp1 is not thus restricted and changes 
in it may be observed as GU-G(cp0-cps). The p.d, change, d(vr-ql), and the extra 
charge, es[Ge+Ge], are reiated through the capacitance between the surface and the 
ihp 

If Cs-1 is constant, eqns. (88) and (89) suggest that 6(cps-cp1) should be linearly 
dependent on i-. Actually, as found experimentally, it is more nearly proportional 
to In i d 4 0  indicating that C8-1 may be dependent on the field. 

An experiment based on this model has been used to determine the Helmholtz 
capacitance of a germanium electrode36. A known charge, ( d q ) ,  was put on to the 
interface and a sufficiently long time allowed to elapse that some of it was transferred 
from the space-charge layer to the "surface states", but sufficiently short that there 
was negligible faradaic current. Since 6U may be directly observed and G(cpa-9) 
deduced from the capacitance changes, then from 

sv = S(cpa-q8)+8(cp*-V) (61) 
and applying eqn. (89) in the limit of short times and small values of d(cp,-ql) 
(assuming 6(p1 -p) to be zero because of the ionization equilibrium) 

For the germanium (roo) surface, the observed value was 23+3 pF ~ m - ~ .  
In the case of silicon26, it was found from conductance measurements that when 

the surface was polarized in the usual way rather than by changing the solution 
composition, agreement with theory, i.e., 6(cps-q) =o, was obtained over a limited 
region. No minimum conductance was observed, possibly due to depletion of minority 
carriers by the electrochemical reaction, so the result is not entirely unambiguous. 
Moreover, when the electrode potential of germanium is varied by using various 
concentrations of ferricyanide and measurements of capacity are made, it is found 
that the data are very similar to those obtained with conventional polarization after 
relaxation, i.e., 6(y8 - g ~ )  is considerable53. 

( iv )  Effect of some anions and catiotts 
The effect of a variety of ions on germanium electrodes in aqueous solutions 

has been studied. Corrosion by oxidizing agents52 and spontaneous deposition of 
heavy metal ions to form surface states28~45.46 do not come within the province of this 
review. The halide ions and hydrogen ion will be discussed in later sections. Many 
other ions are inactive, by which is meant that their presence in solution has no effect 
on the electrode potential of the point of zero charge (i.e., GUwb-08+=o) nor on any 
other observed quantity. Figure 17 illustrates the effect of some anions53 on capaci- 
tance data taken for a (1x1)-oriented germanium electrode in various solutions, all 
buffered to the same pH value. M/IO solutions of K2S04, NaClO4 and KNOs buffered 
with -MI20 KHzPO4/KOH mixtures, (or the appropriate sodium salts in the case 
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of NaC104) gave data which were identical within experimental error. Variation of 
the phosphate concentration by a factor of ten had no effect. (M/Io KeSOr was added 
to the solution of lowest phosphate concentration to maintain the ionic strength.) 
Since it is most unlikely that sodium ion and perchlorate ion have exactly compensat- 
ing effects, they are assumed to be inactive. There was negligible difference between 
the data for phosphate- or phthalate-buffered solutions at a pH value of 5.9. 

ELECTRODE POTENTIAL vs S.C.E. (V) 

Fig. 17. Capacitance data for various anions: 
pH. 7.45 

e. KeSO. M/Io, KHsp0.1 M/zo; 0, NaC104 Mlro, NaHpPO. MI20; A ,  KNOs MIIo, 
KHaP04 M/20; x . KHaP04 M / 5 :  +, KeSOl M/Io, I<HsPOr M / ~ O .  

pH 5.9 
A .  KISO~, M/Io, phosphate buffer; o, KeSOa MISO, phthalate buffer. 
Ge 52.7 R cm, p-type. (11 I )  orientation. 

The effect of a number of cations53 is shown in Fig. 18. M/IO LiN03 and 
CsNO3 were buffered with mixtures of phosphoric acid and LiOH, or CsOH solutions, 
respectively. Mlro NH4HeP04 was adjusted to the same pH by addition of NH40H 
solution. The potassium and sodium ion solutions were similar to those shown in 
Fig. 17. 

The data are identical near the capacity minimum; and in particular the mi- 
nimum itself, which represents a constant value of p,-p in these experiments, 
occurs at the same electrode potential in each case showing that rp8-p is constant a t  

J .  Electroanal. Ckem.. 10 (1965) 199-244 
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that particular value of electrode potential independent of the nature of the ions 
present. This indicates no "specific adsorption" of sulfate, perchlorate, nitrate, or 
phosphate, also sodium, potassium, lithium, cesium or ammonium ions. 

The moderate disagreement a t  more positive potentials is due to the approach 

10-a '2 0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 

ELECTRODE POTENTIAL v t  S.C.E. (V) 

Fig. 18. Capacitance data for various cations. 0, K2S04; ., LiNOs; A,  NHaHaPO,; A .  NaC101; 
o, CsNOs; buffered to pH 7.45 with phosphate; all solns. N M / 6 ;  same electrode as in Fig. 7. 

to saturation at higher current densities (the electrode was nearly intrinsic, 52.7 !.2 cm 
$-type), and a t  more negative potentials to the typically somewhat erratic behavior 
of germanium a t  very low current densities. 

(v) Effect of hydrogen ion concentratim 
In their early experiments, BOHNENKAMP AND E N G E L L ~ ~  observed that change 

in the pH value caused a marked displacement of the capacitance curves along the 
electrode potential axis. HOFFMAN-PEREZ AND GERISCHER~~  made similar measure- 
ments and interpreted the data in terms of the pH-dependent ionization of hydroxyl 
groups covalently bonded to the surface. This establishes a "dissociation double- 
layer" between the plane of the bound hydroxyl groups, which we now identify as 
the ihp mentioned in the earlier description of the model, and the excess positive 
charge a t  the ohp: 
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%OH 4- Hz0 G e O A +  H30+ (91) 

Following the argument given in ref. 12, it can be shown that since there is 
equilibrium between hydrogen ion a t  the ihp and in the bulk of the solution 

where a ~ , o  is usually a constant and may be neglected. At constant V I , - ~ ~  

SU=S(qa-pr) (93) 
which may be expressed as 

6 U = d ( p - p l ) + S ( p i - ~ )  (94) 
The electrode potential of the capacitance minimum was assumed to represent a 
condition of constant, but unknown 91, - ~ ) d .  I t  was found experimentally that 

dUosp.rntn/dpH -22, kT/e (95) 

This suggests either that d log ( a ~ ~ o - / a b o ~ ) / d p H  is negligible and there is no change 
in pa-cpl (the p.d. between the surface and the ihp) with change of pH or that the 
effect of these two quantities exactly cancels out over a wide range of pH. The latter 
seems unlikely although not impossible. If the former is true it raises an interesting 
question of the reason for the absence of a discreteness of charge effect54 in this case. 
It has been suggested that rapid exchange of protons between the -OH and -0- 
groups in the ihp and between these groups and hydrogen ions in the ohp, has the 
effect of "smearing out" the charge in the ihpl5 and hence causes a more effective 
shielding of the region between the surface and the ihp. Hence it also seems likely 
that, at  a given pH value, p-v,  has a fixed value which cannot be changed by 
moderate polarization except possibly at high frequency where the ionization equi- 
librium cannot respond or when the solution composition near the electrode surface 
changes due to faradaic processes. 

Similar results to the above have been found by a number of other workers. 
BODDY AND BRATTAIN~J made differential capacitance measurements on germanium 
electrodes and found that between pH values of -4.5 and -11.5 the data were 
consistent with eqns. (58) and (62) and hence could be used to determine pa-9, 
directly. From eqn. (61), d((p.- p) /dpH was found to be close to - 2.3 kT/e. HARTEN 
AND M E M M I N G ~ ~  made measurements of surface conductance on germanium under 
conditions of rapid polarization and by observing the minimum, which was assumed 
to represent a fixed value of p,-tp., they showed behavior of dU-a.mln/dpH similar 
to the above. A qualitatively similar result has been obtained from observations of 
the point of zero photovoltage (dUP.,.,/dpHx46 mV) by PLESKOV AND TYAGAI~~ .  
All three low index planes behave similarlyl4.15. Figure 19 summarizes some data from 
various sources. 

I t  may be appropriate to comment on the reasons for assuming covalently- 
bonded hydroxyl groups rather than specific adsorption of hydroxyl ions, which 
would in principle give the same value of d(p-p) /dpH.  The following points are 
relevant : 

(a) Germanium is known to go into solution in the 4+ oxidation state as a 
complex anion (e.g., germanate). I t  seems unlikely that this would go through Ge4+ 
as an intermediate which is subsequently complexed in solution. 
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(b) I t  has been observed that germanium surfaces are readily oxidized by 
water at room temperature55. 

(c) ?a-SP" is much more sensitive to hydrogen ion than to iodide ion (q.v.) in 
contrast to the behavior of mercury. This indicates a phenomenon differing somewhat 
from specific adsorption as observed on mercury electrodes, where the highly polari- 
zable iodide ion has the most marked effect. 

(d) The absence of a discreteness of charge effect can more easily be accounted 
for on the basis of covalently-bonded groups. 

Fig. 19. Effect of pH on the potential distribution for Ge electrodes. Potential of conductance 
minimum (us, calomel) for intrinsic semiconductor, (I  11) orientation"; 0 ,  potential of capacitance 
minimum (us. N.H.E.) for intrinsic semiconductor, ( r o o )  orientationka; A,  potential for (pa - qs + 
(kT/e )  In I = o (us. N.H.E.), (loo) orientation; ---, (us. N.H.E.), (IIO] orientation; --, (us. 
N.H.E.), (1x1) orienbtionlb. 

Capacitance measurements made on silicon are not susceptible to analysis for 
90-cps, due to contributions from surface states. However, measurements have been 
made at various values of pH41 and the curves for passivated electrodes are similar in 
shape over the whole range. If it is assumed that the minimum in the capacitance 
represents a constant, but unknown, value of as was found to be the case for 
germaniumls, then it appears from Fig. 20, taking the pH values o and 14 that 

J. E&clroamd. Chem., 10 (1965) 199-244 
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although it must be conceded that the data points do not lie on a particularly good 
straight line. However it does seem that a process similar to that for germanium may 

apply. 

Fig. 20. Variation of the electrode potential of the capacitance minimum on Si electrodes (measur- 
ed at ro Kc) with pH value. 0 ,  7 fi crn n-type; e, 8 C2 cm n-type4'. 

PLESKOV~~ found that the Tafel curves for anodic dissolution of GaAs were 
shifted by about 0.75 V for a pH change of 14 units ( d U / d p H = ~  mV). This is similar 
to the behavior of germanium where practically all of the change in electrode poten- 
tial a t  constant c.d. occurs in cpd-p and suggests that the above concepts also apply 
to GaAs. 

In his work with zinc oxide, D E W A L D ~ ~  found differences in Uqb-q,-o depend- 
ing on whether the samples were etched in acid or alkali prior to the measurements 
which were made in nearly neutral solution. The effect took several hours to relax and 
was interpreted in terms of adsorption of hydrogen ions during the etching. 
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(vi) Effect of crystal orientatiopt 
The surface atoms in semiconductor crystals generally have relatively small 

numbers of nearest neighbors and are prevented from migrating by strongly direc- 
tionalbondsof more or less covalent character depending on the particular material, 
in contrast to the case a t  metal electrodes where the number of nearest neighbors 
is large and surface diffusion occurs relatively easily. This situation is particularly 
marked for the Group IV elements and one anticipates that the orientation of the 
crystal will strongly influence the pro~erties of the Helmholtz layer through differ- 
ences in the interfacial structure. Such effects have not been widely observed on solid 
metals in electrochemical experiments, partly due to insensitivity of the methods for 
determining the point of zero charge on solid metals and partly to the relative ease with 
which the surfaces can attain an equilibrium configuration due to surface migration. 

Differences in potential distribution have been observed on differently oriented 
germanium electrodes using both capacitance and photovoltage measurements56 and 
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Fig. 21. Effect of orientation on the distribution of potential for Ge electrodes. Steady polari- 
zation in neutral KeSOl solution56. 

0.4 01. I I I I 1 
-0.2 -0.3 - 0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 

ELECTRODE POTENTIAL w S.C.E. (V) 

Fig. 22. Effect of orientation on the distribution of potential for Ge electrodes. Rapid polarization 
superimposed on a steady current of 45 pA cm-a (filled points) and on zero initial current (open 
points). 0, (loo); A. (110); a ,  ( I I I ) ~ ~ .  

J .  Elcctroaual. Chem., 10 (1965) 1-244 
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a qualitatively similar effect observed by conductance measurements14. Figure 21 

shows the effect of crystal face when the polarization is allowed to relax to a steady 
state, while Fig. 22 shows the effect of rapid polarization imposed on two different 
original states of steady polarization of the electrode. Those properties which are 
fundamental to the physics of the space-charge region, e.g.. eqns. (58) and (62), are 
not changed, but properties which are sensitive to the structure of the Helmholtz 
region are influenced, notably in this case (qs- ( P ' ) ~ ~ - ~ ~  + (rT/r)  In A--. as shown 
by the horizontal shift between the data for different orientation in Figs. 21 and 22. 

There are a number of possible contributions to the difference between crystal 
faces : 

(a) Different densities and arrangements of surface hydroxyl groups (Fig. 23). 

Fig. 23. Configuration of the low-index planes of a diamond-type crystal. The dashed line represents 
the surface plane. x is a monovalent species covalently bonded to the surface atoms. 

(b) Different magnitudes of charge in the ihp due to ionization of hydroxyl 
groups, because of either differences in the density of the groups or differences in 
their degree of dissociation. 

(c) Different densities of the species (Ge+Ge) at  the same current density. 
Of these, (a) affects ~ o ~ n . g ~ ~ ; o l ,  while (b) and (c) affect =ln-g;;;,,ouna. There has 

been no successful attempt at distinguishing these possibilities, and of course there 
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may be others, particularly involving the orientation of solvent molecules within the 
region between the ihp and the ohp. 

(vii) E f f c t  of ionic strength 
A few hitherto unpublished data have been obtained on the effect of ionic 

strength on the potential distribution at germanium anodes57. Solutions with ionic 
strengthsin therange - 3.0-0.003 Mwere made containing NaC104and NaHzPOdNaOH 
buffer to maintain the pH value a t  7.5. At ionic strengths below 0.1 M the solutions 
contained only the buffer. 

I t  should be noted that even a t  an ionic strength of 0.003 M the minimum capaci- 
tance of the spacecharge layer in the solution is - 16 pF cm-2, much larger than that 
of the semiconductor space-charge layer, and hence eqn. (62) still applies for rapid 
polarization. 

Decrease of the ionic strength had very little effect on the open-circuit electrode 
potential or on the Tafel curves but the capacity minimum moved progressively to 
more negative electrode potentials (Fig. 24). From the usual analysis of the capaci- 

1 0 4  I I I I I I I 
-0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 . -0.7 

ELECTRODE POTENTIAL n S.C.E. (V) 

Fig. 24. Effect of ionic strength on capacitance data for Ge 32 f2 cm, p-type, ( r  10) orientations'. 
The vertical line on the 0.0033 M curve marks the open-circuit electrode potential. 

tance data, a(%- p)+, was obtained as a function of the ionic strength and is shown 
in Fig. 25. These data are only semi-quantitative (there has been no allowance for 
liquid junction potential for instance, although changes in this are quite small in the 
low concentration range where the largest effects are observed) and will be discussed 
only briefly. 

Note first that change in ionic strength is not likely to promote any change in 

1. Electroanal. Chem., 10 (1965) ~gg-244 
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potential between the electrode surface and the ihp (S (p -~ I )=o) ,  while S(v~-g)~)  is 
already accounted for in the data in Fig. 25. 

This leaves only the region between the ihp and the bulk of the solution. Since 
hydrogen-ion equilibrium is thought to exist between these locations it seems at 
first sight that gil -p is thermodynamically determined and hence independent of the 
extent of the space-charge region in the solution (i.e., independent of the ionic strength). 

-0.3 1 I I I I 
0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 

ION lC STRENGTH 

Fig. 25. Variation of the p.d. from a point just inside a Ge (100) surface to the bulk of an electrolyte 
solution as a function of ionic strength, deduced from Fig. 24 and similar data. 0. (loo) ; A ,  (1x0); 
n,  (111). 

However the magnitudes of some relevant quantities should be considered. I t  was 
found in ref. 15 that d(ql - p)/dpH was - -60 mV over a range of about 400 mV. 
The data of HOFFMAN-PEREZ AND GERISCHER'~ extend over about 700 mV but show 
some curvature particularly in acid solutions. This seems to indicate that d log 
(aceo-/aceo~)/dpH is negligible over a range of -400 mV centered around a pH 
value of 8 but may become significant beyond this range. Noting that, due to the 
negative charge in the ihp, cations are likely to predominate a t  the ohp, we will 
assume the capacitance between the ihp and the bulk of the solution at high ionic 
strength to be -20 pF cm-2 58. Hence - 1.6 . 10-W cm-2 are necessary to produce 
a 400-mV change across this region. This charge can be produced by the ionization of 
-1014 cm-2 hydroxyl groups. On a (100) surface there are -6 . 1014 cm-Zgermanium 
atoms and hence - 12 - 10'4 cm-2 hydroxyl groups. Thus apparently there can be a 
change in the number of ionized groups amounting to about 10% of the total number 
available before changes in log (aGBO-/aC%OH) become appreciable. 

A change in the ionic strength will alter the integral capacitance between the 
ihp and bulk of the solution, and in order to maintain the potential a t  the value deter- 
mined by the thermodynamics of the ionization equilibrium there must be a change 
in charge, given by 

The extra charge is seen to be dependent both on the magnitude of the capaci- 
tance change between the ihp and the bulk of the solution and on the total potential 
across this region. Neither quantity is known; however, a suitable combination could 
give values of SjQ sufficiently large (i.e., > 10% of the total OH-groups) that there 
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inight be an appreciable change in log (aGeo-/aceo~) since the change in charge must 
arise by changes in the concentrations of these species. Changes in TI-tp with ionic 
strength may be qualitatively understood on this basis. The important point to note 
is that experiments which investigate the effect of other variables should be carried 
out at  constant ionic strength to eliminate this source of change in potential distribu- 
tion. 

(viii) Effect of halide ions 
The halide ions cause pronounced changes in potential distribution at  germani- 

um electrodes. The effect is not simple but it shows several salient features which 
will be described. Final data are in course of publication5s. Figure 26 shows the effect 
of various concentrations of iodide ion on the capacitance-electrode potential relation- 
ship for (110)-oriented electrodes. Both the pH value and the ionic strength were 

lva I I I I I I I 
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ELECT- POTENTIAL vs S.C.E. (V) 

Fig. 26. Capacitance data for a Ge electrode (32 R cm, p-type, (1x0) orientation) in solns. of 
wnst. pH (7.45) and const. ionic strength (3.1M) but with various iodide ion concnsS3. (a), 3; (b), I ; 
(c), 3 .  10-1: (d), 10-1; (e), 0-10-1; (f), 3 .  10-2; (g), I O - ~ ;  (h), 3 - I O - ~ ;  (i), 10-3M. 
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Fig. 27. Variation of the p.d. between a point just inside a Ge (I 10) surface and the bulk of an 
electrolyte soh. as a function of iodide ion concn. and.current density, deduced from the data in 
Fig. 26. (a), 3; (b), I; (c), 3 . 10-1; (d). 10-1; (e), 3 ,  10-2; (f), 10-2; (g), < 10-I M. 
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maintained constant. Since the magnitude of the capacitance minimum remains 
essentially constant throughout the iodide concentration range, this provides evidence 
that, at  least at that point, there are no fast surface states produced by the presence 
of iodide ion. The analysis of capacitance measurements made under conditions of 
rapid polarization superimposed on various initial conditions of steady anodic polari- 
zation shows that 6Ux8(p-pj8) over a limited range and is consistent with the ab- 
sence of a significant density of fast surface states over the whole range of the measure- 
ments. In this case the measured capacitance may be used to compute q b - p 8 +  
(kT/c) In 2 which is plotted versus electrode potential in Fig. 27. 

Two features of the experiments are of particular interest: 
(a) The effect of iodide ion is diminished as the solution becomes more alkaline53. 
(b) The effect becomes smaller with higher anodic polarization (Fig. 27). 
The first of these points seems to indicate that the following competitive 

process is involved 

Ge-OH+I-?rGe--I+OH- ($3) 
and that the halide ions may, like the hydroxyl ion, become covalently bonded to 
the surface. The fact that the germanium-halide bond is known to be covalent and 
that it tends to be a stable configuration in solutions where the ratio of concentrations 
of halide ion to hydroxyl ion is high, lends some support to this". The only alternative 
would seem to be the unnecessarily complex postulate of another region at which 
hydroxyl and halide ions were competing for "specific adsorption" sites, located 
presumably between the plane of the covalently-bonded hydroxyl groups and the 
ohp, i.e., that there are two distinct ihp's. 

The decrease in S(ry,-p) at higher anodic polarization is believed to be an 
effect of the current density rather than the field a t  the interface. This arises from 
Step I of the scheme for anodic dissolution of germanium, (roo), proposed by BECK 
A N D  GERISCHER~~ : 

OH 
Ge: + Z H I O - + G % ~  + 2 H+ + (2 - 2l)c- - he+ (99) 

or alternatively as given in a later reviews: 

OH 
Ge: + z   OH-+&^+ + ~ e /  + (2-k)e- 

\OH (100) 

If it is assumed that 

Ge: + 2  I -+be+  -+ Ge (101) 

is slow compared to the other two reactions above, particularly the first (since the 
second probably does not apply a t  a pH value of 6.2), and also that the equilibrium 
in eqn. (98) is established relatively slowly, then at high anodic c.d, the surface would 
be mostly Ge-OH but a t  lower c.d. would tend to the equilibrium composition 
described by eqn. ($3). 

A quantitative description cannot be made at present since it is not known 
how 6(q8-p) is divided between 6("01a.g~~01e), and 6(m1n.g~be,.,,u,,). The first of these 

1. Electroanal. Chcm., 10 (1965) 1cjg--z44 
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terms will obviously be affected by substitution of -I for -OH, whereas the second 
term may be affected in several ways: 

(a) The inductive effect of the covalently-bonded iodide radical may change 
the degree of ionization of neighboring hydroxyl groups and hence change 91 - p, 
the p.d. established by the ionization equilibrium. 

(b) The density of bound charges on the surface may change (e.g. the positively- 
charged intermediate in the anodic dissolution reaction) due to the different atomic 
arrangement. 

(c) Even if the density of bound charge remains constant, the capacitance 
between the surface and the ihp may change and the existing charge could produce 
a different value of 9~ - 91. 

It will be clear that the situation is somewhat more complex than that on 
mercury electrodes where neither effects of current nor of "surface states" need be 
considered. 

Qualitatively similar effects of smaller magnitude are observed for the other 
halides&'. 

( ix)  Non-aqueous soZutions 
The only work in non-aqueous solutions which appears to be of significance in 

the present context is that of KROTOVA AND PLESKOV~~ who investigated germanium 
in N-methyl formamide solutions of KBr. Surface conductance measurements are 
more reliable in this system than in aqueous solutions due to the much smaller 
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Fig. 28. Capacitance data for Ge (52.7 R cm, p-type, (111) orientation) in various solutions: 
0,  Milo KzSO,; A ,  I : I methanol-water containing M/IO NaClOr : 5. I : I ethanol-water 

containing Mlxo NaC104: 0, MIIO NaClO4 aq. containing 10% triethylamine. All the above 
buffered to pH 7.45 with phosphate. - - -. MIIO NaClOa in methanol57. 

J. Electroanal. Chem., 10 (1965) 1 ~ 2 4 4  
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faradaic current over a considerable range of polarization. Analysis of the conduc- 
tance measurements showed that, for the case in which the polari~ation was allowed 
to relax, both ~ b - c $ s  and cps-p changed by approximately equal amounts in a 
manner not very different from that observed in aqueous solutions. This suggests 
that 6 ( q 8 - r p )  caused by polarization is related to the semiconductor surface per se, 
i.e., surface states, as suggested in the Iiterature29.36 rather than changes in config- 
uration of a layer of adsorbed, oriented solvent moleculesl5.56. 

I t  was reported, also, that the differential capacitance was close to the value 
expected for that of the semiconductor space-charge layer. This would seem to be 
a system meriting further study. 

A few results with mixed solvents and with methanol have been obtained57 
and are summarized in Fig. 28. In all cases but one the solutions contained M / I O  
NaCl01 and were buffered to pH 7.45 with phosphate. In the case of methanol alone, 
the buffer was omitted. 

These data were exploratory and were not pursued in detail. The main features 
were the following : 

(a) Addition of 10% triethylamine to the solution had no observable effect on 
the capacitance data, in contrast to the behavior of mercury electrodes. 

This is not surprising since even if adsorption did occur the hydrogen-ion equilibrium 
would shift just sufficiently that 91 -p was maintained constant. Evidence of ad- 
sorption might be obtained from measurements of the Helmholtz capacitance. Such 
measurements have not been made on this system, but in the case of solutions saturat- 
ed with octyl alcohol a very definite effect on Helmholtz capacitance was observed 
even though the data for space-charge capacitance versus electrode potential were not 
affectedsa. 

(b) I/I  mixtures of methanol or ethanol with water had a small, apparently 
identical effect. At potentials more positive than -0.25 V the curve was 
shifted N 20 mV more positive. 

This is only marginally more than the reproducibility of the experiments but, if a real 
effect, would be consistent with a decrease of cs%o by about a factor of two, and a 
consequent redistribution of the hydroxyl ionization equilibrium expressed in eqn. 
(91). At potentials between -0.25 and 0.45 the discrepancy between the curves was 
larger (-50 mv) but the reason is not known. 

(c) The methanol solution gave quite dissimilar results from the methanol- 
water mixture. The measured capacitance was obviously no longer simply that 
of the space-charge region and could not be analyzed to determine q b - 9 .  

Methanol is known to oxidize germanium surfaces55 so that possibly the problem is 
due to formation of an oxide film which is insoluble in methanol. Oxide films grown 
on germanium in air or in nitric acid are found to have surface states associated with 
them53. 

SUMMARY 

Generalizations are probably unjustifiable a t  the present stage, but a number 
of interesting features seem to be well established. 

Both zinc oxide and germanium, and to a lesser extent silicon, have been found 
to behave consistently with the simple physical model of a system with properties 

J. Elcctrwnal. Chcm.. 10 (1965) 199-244 
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dominated by the semiconductor space-charge layer. Germanium shows complicated 
time effects whereas zinc oxide does not. 

The effect of hydrogen ion on qs-p (the p.d. between a point just inside the 
semiconductor surface and the bulk of the solution) is very marked in all cases. The 
absence of a discreteness of charge effect on germanium suggests a rapid exchange of 
charge between bound hydroxyl groups and hydrogen ion in solution. This further 
suggests that -gr may be independent of polarization a t  constant pH. 

On germanium electrodes, variations in q8-p due to changes in crystal 
orientation, ionic strength and concentration of halide ion have been observed. Since 
polarization of the electrode also produces variations in vl - p, it is frequently advan- 
tageous to work under conditions where the effect due to polarization is minimized, 
i .e., by making comparisons a t  constant current. 
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SHORT COMMUNICATIONS 

The impedance of the quinhydrone electrode 

We have recently published' measurements of the rates of a number of 
unsubstituted quinone redox reactions at mercury electrodes using the polarographic 
technique. In view of the probable participation of one or more adsorbed intermedi- 
ates we considered that measurements by a relaxation method would provide 
additional information on the mechanism. Here we report results for the benzo- 
quinone system a t  25" in I M aqueous KNOJ containing 0.1 M acetic acid-I M 
sodium acetate buffer of pH = 5.6. The dropping-mercury electrode had a drop time 
of about 15 sec and its impedance was measured using an equal ratio a.c. bridge 
described elsewherez. The mean potential of the D.M.E. was measured with respect 
to a saturated calomel electrode using a Pye Universal potentiometer. 

Measurements of the impedance at constant frequency and varying imposed 
mean potential were analysed by the impedance plane diagram method3. Figure I 

Fig. I .  Polar polamgram for I mM quinhydrone soln. in r M KNOs containing acetic acid-acetate 
buffer of pH 5.6 at 25'. 21' is the imaginary component of the electrode impedance and Zl the real 
component. Themeasurements were made at I Kclsec. Similar mcasuremcnts at  lower quinhydrone 
concns. are indicated by points representing the peak of thc polarogram and the centre of the 
circle through the origin and the peak point. 

shows the complete polarogram for a I mM quinhydrone solution and the peak 
points for 0.5 and 0.25 mM solutions. The centres of circles passing through the origin 
and the peak point are shown a t  the left-hand side of the diagram and it can be seen 
that they lie on the line passing through the origin at an angle of n/4 to the vertical. 
This is the limiting line corresponding to the case of a diffusion-controlled reaction. 
I t  is also evident that a single circle cannot be drawn passing through the origin of 
the peaks at different concentrations and the capacity point for the base electrolyte. 
This behaviour is similar to that observed for the thallium-amalgam electrode4. As a 
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further test for the apparent diffusion-controlled nature of this reaction we have 
calculated the product ql/w which should be a constant if this assumption is correct. 
Using the nomenclature of SLUYTER~ et ~ 1 . 3 ~ 4  we write 

where 0 is the polarisation resistance, a the coefficient of the Warburg impedance and 
o the angular velocity of the ax .  ; q was calculated from the equation 

(q/2)' = [(Z' - Rc) -q/2J2 + [z11]2 

where Z1 and ,711 are the real and imaginary components of the cell impedance and 
Re is the resistance of the base solution. Values of qvo at 14 frequencies between 500 
and 5000 c/sec yield a mean of 67.6k0.3 Q cm2 sec-i at a mean potential corre- 
sponding to the minimum value of a which tends to confirm the assumption of diffusion 
control. 

Correspondingly, the experimental values of the components of the electrode 
impedance at the reversible potential plotted according to RANDLES~ and ERSHLER~ 
yield straight lines which are not parallel; further, the line for the real component 
cuts the origin, while that for the imaginary component has a positive intercept. This 
suggests that adsorption of the reactants is causing a change of the double-layer 
capacity which would also be consistent with the plot in Fig. I. We have therefore 
used the latter results ( i .a . ,  constant frequency, variable mean potential) to calculate 
the double-layer capacity in the presence of the reaction. If the reaction is diffusion- 
controlled then the impedance is given by3 

Fig. 2. Values of the experimental and double-layer capacities for I mM quinhydrone in I M KNOs 
containing acetic acid-acetate buffer, pH 5.6 at 2 5 O .  ( I ) ,  Experimental capacity; ( z ) ,  double-layer 
capacity calc. from eqn. (3). base electrolyte capacity. 
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and the value of Gal obtained from this equation is shown in Fig. 2. I t  is evident that 
the double-layer capacity is considerably altered by the presence of quinhydrone as 
would be expected from the adsorption properties of aromatic molecules. The signifi- 
cance of the small peak a t  the more negative potential is not known a t  present; it 
was also found using the solutions containing quinone only. liecalculation of the 
Randles-Ershler plot using the double-layer capacity a t  the reversible potential 
from Fig. 2 (58.8 pF cm-2) yields a common line for the real and imaginary compo- 
nents which passes through the origin. The slope of this line corresponds to a mean 
diffusion coefficient of 9.5 x 10-6 cm2 sec-1 assuming a two-electron reaction. This is 
in satisfactory agreement with the mean value of 1.00 x 10-5 cm2 sec-1 calculated 
from results' in 2 M KC1 a t  21'. 

The present results appear to contradict the earlier polarographic measure- 
ments in that they suggest that the rate constant of this reaction is more than 103 

greater than that calculated previously'. While these results could be accounted for, 
approximately, by assuming a rate-controlling step occurring between the two 
electron transfers, it seems more probable that the presence of adsorbed intermediates 
produces values of rate constants which are misleading as a result of over-simplified 
analysis. We expect that further work will throw some light on this problem. 

Fig. 3. Components of cell impedance for I mM 1.4-naphthoquinone in I M KNOs containing 
acetic acid-acetate buffcr. pH 4.6. ( I ) .  Capacity of the base electrolyte; ( 2 ) ,  resistance in the 
presence of reactant; (3). capacity in the prcsence of reactant. 

Finally we report that similar measurements on 1,4-naphthoquinone in 
aqueous buffers (pHeq.6 and 5.6) give results which cannot be analysed by any 
methods so far proposed, since the resistance and capacity peaks occur a t  different 
potentials (Fig. 3) 
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Characteristics of glowdischarge electrolysis in aqueous, non-aqueous 
and molten systems* 

In glowdischarge electrolysis one of the electrodes is withdrawn from the 
solution and kept in the gas phase while the other is immersed in the solution; 
relatively higher voltages a t  reduced pressure have to be applied for the current to 
cross the gas-solution boundary. The glow discharge is similar to that in gases with 
metal electrodes and the cathode fall is very near the solution when the vapour-phase 
electrode is made the anode. That the large energy concentration in the cathode drop 
can be so effectively employed for bringing about chemical reactions is due to a 
favourable combination of several factors. The cathode drop is also a point of partic- 
ularly high temperature. The phase boundaries, metal-gas and liquid-gas behave 
in exactly the same way regarding the passage of the electric current; this behaviour 
is unexpected. 

Exfierimental 
The cell consisted of an H-shapedglassvessel with the anolyteand catholyte in 

the two limbs separated by a filter-paper plug. A thick platinum wire, fitted to a 
stainless-steel holder, served as the vapour-phase electrode. The tip of the platinum 
electrode was kept 0.5 cm above the liquid surface and a spiral of platinum wire 
dipping into the solution in the other limb was the auxiliary electrode. The anode and 
cathode chambers were separately connected to the vacuum line and pressure was 
maintained constant a t  50 mm mercury during the electrolysis, by means of a float 
manostat. The required high d.c. voltage was obtained from a rectifier assembly 
comprising 872 A diodes and a centre-tapped transformer 3750-0-3750 V. The 
circuit included a suitable condenser, choke and rheostat to regulate and maintain a 
steady discharge at constant current. 

* This paper was presented at the V Seminar in Electrochemistry, held at the Central Electro- 
chemical Research Institute, Karaikudi, in January 1965. 
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All aqueous solutions were prepared from pure chemicals and distilled water, 
125 ml of I N solutions of sodium chloride, sodium bromide, sodium iodide, barium 
chloride, strontium nitrate and chromic acid and saturated copper sulphate were 
tried out as electrolytes in glowdischarge electrolysis. Characteristic results are 
given in Table I. 

TABLE 1 

Striking Remarks 
voltage 
f 20 V 

I. Sodium chloride 1050 (a) Initially usual glow, but after a few minutes 
bright yellow sodium glow appeared a t  the tip of the 
anode and disappeared after some time. Stirring in- 
creased the duration of the sodium glow. 
(b) Sodium glow round the glow-discharge cathode 
and the electrode became red hot. 

2. Sodium bromide (a) As above. 
(b) As above. 

3. Sodium iodide 675 (a) As above but the entire space round the electrode 
was full of yellow glow. 
(b) Glow round the cathode. 

The glow was examined with a constant deviation spectrograph and the lines corresponded to 
those of sodium. 

4. Barium chloride 

5. Strontium nitrate 

6. Copper sulphate (satd.) 

7. Copper sulphate (satd.) and 
sodium chloride (g g) 

8. Chromic acid 

750 (a) Pale green colour round the anode sometimes 
filling the entire chamber. 
(b) Pale green glow round the cathode which be- 
came red hot. 

750 (a) Glow normal lilac, but after some time the 
colour became deeper with crimson. 

675 (a) Very impressive blue-green colour with lilac cone; 
fine reddish-brown deposit on the electrode and also 
on the walls of the vessel. On cooling the deposit 
became black. 

675 (a) Yellow glow near the tip of the g.d. anode. lilac 
glow cone and blue-grecn cloud filling the entire 
chamber. 

I So0 (a) No glow. 
(b) No glow. 

(a) Anode in vapour. 
(b) Cathode in vapour. 

Metal ions like sodium, barium, strontium and copper impart their charac- 
teristic colours to the usual glow of the low-pressure electrolysis; the glow occurs 
round the electrode and sometimes fills the entire cell. This effect might be due to 
(i) the vaporisation taking place readily under the low pressures obtained in glow- 
discharge electrolysis and (ii) the vapour coming under the influence of the electric 
field and the very high temperature obtaining in the cathode drop. The values of the 
striking voltages for the sodium halides are consistent with the ionisation potentials 
of the anions (12.952 V for C1,11.8 V for Br and 10.6 V for I). A discharge could not 
be initiated in the case of chromic acid because of its poor conductance. COUCH AND 

BRENNER~ could not obtain the characteristic glow with salt solutions other than 
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those of copper and indium, perhaps because of the large volume (2-3 1) of solution 
used and because the glow-discharge anode was kept I in. above the solution. 

The study of non-aqueous systems is of interest in assessing the role of water 
in glow-discharge electrolysis, but very little work on glow-discharge electrolysis in 
non-aqueous solvents has been reported. The formation of hydrazine2.3 in liquid 
ammonia has been studied. CADY, EM EL^ US AND  TITTLE^ studied the liquid sulphur 
dioxide system. Various non-aqueous solvents were tried under glow-discharge 
electrolysis and several of them (dioxane, aniline, glacial acetic acid and glycerol) do 
not initiate any glow discharge below I500 V d.c. The discharge characteristics are 
not improved by the addition of salts but the addition of water alone or with the 
salt does initiate the discharge. This is supported by the observation of CADY, 

E M E L ~ U S  AND  TITTLE^ that addition of water improves the conductivity of liquid 
sulphur dioxide. Phenol and ethylene glycol gave a very pale bluish glow a t  goo and 
675 V d.c., respectively. The few hydroxyl radicals present in the vapour and acce- 
lerated to the solvent surface may be responsible for the feeble glow; whereas with 
glycerol, because of its high viscosity, vaporisation does not readily take place to ini- 
tiate the discharge. In most of the non-aqueous systems there is no gas evolution and 
as the vapour pressure is low, the glow discharge can be maintained for some time 
even after switching off the vacuum pump; this is impossible in aqueous systems. 

Sodium chloride, lithium chloride, stannous chloride, sodium dihydrogen 
phosphate and urea were heated to molten liquids and glow-discharge electrolysis 
was tried on each, but no glow discharge could be initiated below I950 V d.c. It is, 
therefore, essentially the radicals from the water vapour, accelerated by the cathode 
fall near the solution, bombarding the substrate that are respnsible for the phenom- 
ena in glow-discharge electrolysis. 
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BOOK REVIEW 

Qzaantitative C h i s t r y  by J ~ R G  WASER, W.A. Benjamin Inc., New York, 1964,432 
pages, cloth $6.60, paper $4.35. 

This is a well-written introduction to quantitative analysis emphasizing the 
physical principles involved and uniting clear, illustrative experiments with their 
theoretical basis. Although written for American undergraduates meeting chemistry 
for the first time, it is by no means limited in application. The teaching of British 
students in their final two years a t  school (A-level syllabus) could gain considerably 
from the attitude encouraged by Professor WASER which emphasizes both the practical 
virtues and the importance of understanding why every step is carried out, the very 
antithesis of old "cook-book" analytical chemistry. 

From the analytical balance, Professor WASER leads on to gravimetric, volu- 
metric and gas analysis, ion-exchange resins, coulometric analysis and finally, deter- 
mination of the formula of a complex ion by colorimetry and the method of continuous 
variation. The particular value of the approach is clearly illustrated by the section on 
acid-base titrations which is firmly rooted in the Brmsted-Lowry definition. This is 
very well explained and is applied to polyprotic acids as well as to non-aqueous 
solutions. The use of a direct-reading pH meter to plot titration curves must be a great 
help to a beginner, who in the past has been left to study the theory of indicators in 
a purely abstract way. Similarly the redox titration is accompanied by a lucid expla- 
nation of electrodepotentials-a remarkable feat since no thermodynamicsisassumed. 
One of the four appendices gives a little, but this is of doubtful assistance a t  this level. 

The book is well laid out and printed; the summaries of each chapter being 
a thoughtful aid to the student. The writing is so clear and direct that it is quite a 
shock to run up against "comformance" for "conformity". I t  is to be hoped that more 
students will get their introduction to quantitative chemistry by the route mapped 
out in this excellent introduction. 

ROGER PARSONS 
University of Bristol 
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A N N O U N C E M E N T  

NINTH CONFERENCE ON ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY I N  NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY 

The Ninth Conference on Analytical Chemistry in Nuclear Technology will be held in 
Gatlinburg. Tennessee, on October 12. 13 and 14. 195, under the sponsorship of the Analytical 
Chemistry Division of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The Laboratory is operated by the 
Union Carbide Corporation for the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

The conferences will be held in the Huff House of the Mountain View Hotel. Registration 
will begin on October I I a t  4.00 p.m. in the hotel lobby and continue each day for the duration of 
the Conference. The sessions will begin a t  9.00 a.m. daily. 

The Conference will be composed of six sessions embracing the following subjects: 
I. Analytical Chemistry of the Transuranium Elements. 
2 .  Symposium on the Role of Analytical Chemistry in Pure Materials Research. 
3. Selected Papers on Bio-Analytical Techniques. 
4. Miscellaneous Subjects. 
Participation in the Conference will be on the basis of invited contributions; however, a 

limited number of papcrs, up  to  25 minutes in length, are solicited and will be accepted provided 
the subject matter of such contributions is in accord with the over-all objectives of the Conference 
and meets with the approval of the program committee. In  any case, review papers are discourag- 
ed. 
I. Analytical Ckmistry ofthe Transtrranium Elements 

Papers should describe original, unpublished work that  makes a real contribution to the 
analytical chemistry of the transuranium clcments. Although the subject matter is not necessarily 
intended to be restrictive. papers on the following subjects of transuranium chemistry are solicited: 
ionic methods of analysis; radiochemical methods of analysis; new arcas or techniques potentially 
useful t o  analytical chemists, such as improved nuclear measurements, separation methods, and 
other useful processes; special facilities and equipment that have been developed and tested in 
actual "hot" operations. 
2. Symposium 0% the Role of Analytical Chenristry iilc Pwre Maferials Research 

As part of this Conference, a symposium on the role of analytical chemistry in pure 
materials research is being arranged. I t  is anticipated that  the discussions in this symposium will 
cover the broad aspects of this work, such as: the analytical requirements a s  viewcd by the pure 
materials researcher; the standards program with emphasis on the standards currently available 
and what the future standards program entails; the use of the spark source mass spectrograph, 
the potential usefulness of particle accelerators, and the role of electrical test mcthods; what 
facilities are necessary and thc problems of a general analytical laboratory; and, finally, some of 
the more illustrative exan~ples of accurate and precise methods of analysis of pure materials. 
3. Selected Papers on Bio-Analytical Techniques 

Selected papers will be presented on bio-analytical techniques of direct application to  
biological macro-molecular separations technology. Emphasis will be given to those techniques 
that arc appropriate for automated analytical mcthods. 
4. Miscellaneous Subjects 

A limited number of papers will be accepted under the general heading of miscellaneous 
subjects for presentation in one or  more sessions, provided such papers have some direct bearing 
on the  general subject of the Conference, i.e., analytical chemistry in nuclear technology. 
Exhibition of Modern Analytical Instruments and Laboratory Equipment 

Facilities will be available to manufacturers and dealers in laboratory supplies for the 
installation of 14 exhibits on modern developments in analytical instrumentation, equipment and 
supplies. Information concerning the availability of and rental charges for exhibit space may be 
secured by writing directly to K. B. DAVENPORT. Oak liidge National Laboratory, P. 0. Box X, 
Oak liidge. Tennessee 37831. 
General information 

Abstracts of papers and any inquiries concerning the Conference, including requests for 
the program and copies of the printed abstracts, should be directed to the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, P. 0. Box X. Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831, attention: C. 1). SUSANO, Chairman. 

The registration fee, except for full-time students, is S5.m per person. Proceedings of the 
Conference will not be published; however, abstracts of all papers will be published and made 
available to  all persons attending the Conference. 

Reservations for lodging should be made by direct communication with: The Mountain 
View Hotel, Gatlinburg, Tennessee 37738. 
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